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Dagens Næringsliv
is Norway’s largest business newspaper and
distributes more than 70 000 copies nationwide each day. The newspaper was first
published in 1890 under the name Norges
Sjøfartstidende.

Upstream
was published for the first time on 4 November
1996 and is an English language newspaper
and Internet service aimed at the international
oil and gas industry. It has a circulation of
approximately 5 400 once a week.

Nautisk Forlag
supplies charts, logs and maritime literature
to the merchant marine, supply and fishing
vessels and the pleasure-craft fleet from its
premises in Oslo. The company is the official
chart and publication agent for the British
Admiralty, the hydrographic offices in Norway,
Denmark and Sweden, and other publishers
of maritime literature.

IntraFish Media
In the spring of 2001, AS Norges Handels og
Sjøfartstidende acquired 59 per cent of the
shares in IntraFish Media, which, since 1997,
has established itself as a leading media house
for the fisheries and fish-farming industries in
Norway and abroad. With its focus on updated
and reliable industrial news, the web site has
helped raise the level of interest in the fisheries
industry, and in particular in fish farming,
among new groups of readers.

TDN Nyhetsbyrå
is an electronic news service intended for
the Norwegian financial market.

46 Fiskaren
48 DN Nye Medier

TradeWinds
is an English language weekly newspaper
and Internet service aimed at international
shipping circles. In 2003, its average weekly
circulation was 6 987.

50 ADDRESSES- AND TELEPHONE NUMBERS

DN Nye Medier
was established on 15 May 2000 to manage
the Group’s Norwegian news distribution
through new distribution channels. The
company publishes dn.no which, with its
248 0000 unique users and 6 million page
displays each month, is the nation’s leading
Internet service for the business community.
Europower
delivers news and analysis products to
participants in the Northern European energy
market, mainly via the Internet.
NH&ST Asia Pte Ltd
is the Asia sales office for TradeWinds and
Upstream. Unlike the sales offices in the USA
and UK, it has been established as a separate
company because of Singaporean legislation.

Fiskaren
is a newspaper aimed at those involved in the
Norwegian fishing industry. It has a circulation
of some 9 300 and is published three times a
week. Fiskaren was first published in April
1923 and became a Group company in 1998.
In connection with the acquisition of the shares
in IntraFish Media, Fiskaren was transferred to
IntraFish Media as a subsidiary.

[FRONT COVER]
Olav Fjell resigns as Statoil´s
CEO and Inge K. Hansen is
appointing acting CEO.
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DAGENS NÆRINGSLIV
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[100%]

[59.39%]

[100%]

[100%]

FISKAREN
[100%]

GJENSIDIGE’S GRAND OLD MAN, 89-YEAR-OLD
ERIK STURE LARRE, IS THE COMPANY’S LARGEST
PRIVATE SHAREHOLDER AND ALSO THE PERSON
WHO IS TO CHAIR THE GENERAL MEETING OF
GJENSIDIGE NOR THAT WILL DECIDE WHETHER
OR NOT THERE IS TO BE A MERGER.

KEY FIGURES 2003

OPERATING INCOME GROUP [NOK Million]
800

GROUP FIGURES (NOK 1000)
Operating income
Operating profit
Profit before taxes
Profit for the year
Net operating margin (%)
Net profit margin (%)
Profit ratio (%)

2003
569 333
11 163
17 614
11 519

2002
581 785
2 930
(2 473)
(3 273)

2001
623 118
(3 220)
2 506
(4 343)

2000
612 234
46 709
62 304
42 482

2.0
2.0
3.5

0.5
(0.6)
2.0

(0.5)
(0.7)
0.2

7.6
6.9
10.6

Total assets

288 157

287 244

315 933

421 662

600

Investments

11 694

20 185

22 967

23 599

400

Equity ratio (%)
Return on total assets (%)
Liquidity ratio

29.4
6.9
1.0

31.2
3.9
1.0

33.3
2.0
1.0

34.9
15.6
1.3

431
408

448
429

459
436

400
403

2003
354 894
35 613
41 105
29 424

2002
371 188
37 336
46 404
33 525

2001
418 957
50 265
61 539
43 870

2000
449 390
113 534
124 469
89 341

10.0
8.3
11.7

10.1
9.0
12.6

12.0
10.5
14.8

25.3
19.9
27.8

156 372

161 850

183 169

242 465

1 190

10 455

12 146

11 969

Equity ratio (%)
Return on total assets (%)
Liquidity ratio

32.7
26.1
1.2

34.1
27.2
1.1

32.4
29.1
1.1

25.5
48.0
1.1

Volume
Advertising volume (in 1000 pages)
Circulation (in 1000 papers)

3.3
69.3

3.2
70

3.0
72.2

3.3
71.4

181
170

192
181

201
186

186
190
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PROFIT BEFORE TAXES [NOK Million]

DAGENS NÆRINGSLIV (NOK 1000)
Operating income
Operating profit
Profit before taxes
Profit for the year
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Net operating margin (%)
Net profit margin (%)
Profit ratio (%)
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Total assets
Investments

GROUP TURNOVER 2003
DN 62%
Nau 7%
TDN 2%
TRA 10%
UPS 8%
IFM 7%
DNNM 3%
EP 1%

Employees
Number
Man-years

Definitions
Net operating margin Operating profit x 100/Operating income
Net profit margin Profit for the year x 100/Operating income
Profit ratio Profit before tax + financial expenses x 100/Operating income

Equity ratio Total equity x 100/Total assets
Return on total assets Operating profit + financial income x 100/Average total assets at 1.1 and 31.12.
Liquidity ratio Current assets /Short-term liabilities

THE US SOLDIERS OF THE 101ST AIRBORNE
AND ASSAULT DIVISION, ALSO CALLED
THE SCREAMING EAGLES, AT CAMP
PENNSYLVANIA IN KUWAIT MAKE ONE
LAST PHONE CALL HOME.

ÅSNE SEIERSTAD ON A BRIEF VISIT TO A
BOOK FAIR IN FRANKFURT.

NORWAY’S MINISTER OF LABOUR AND
GOVERNMENT ADMINISTRATION,
VICTOR D. NORMAN, TALKS ABOUT
THE NEW COMPETITION ACT.

THE FINNMARK ACT IS INTENDED TO REGULATE
LEGAL RELATIONS AND THE ADMINISTRATION
OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES IN
FINNMARK. THE BILL HAS CREATED CONFLICT
AMONG THE LOCAL POPULATION.

TOR ERLING STAFF,
SUPREME COURT ADVOCATE
– “NORWEGIAN OUTSIDERS”

THE GENERAL MEETING OF
AKER KVÆRNER IN 2003
– YNGVE HÅGENSEN WEARING
DONALD DUCK SOCKS.

REPORT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 2003

The Norges Handels og Sjøfartstidende

position, the goal has always been the

cent. Editorially speaking, DN continued

the fourth quarter was better than the third

Group (NHST) made a profit before tax

same: – every publication is to be the big-

to make a very strong impression in 2003.

and the newspaper has a satisfactory order

and adjustments for minority interests of

gest and best in its market segment. This

Following an 11 per cent reduction in reve-

reserve for 2004. TradeWinds’ developments

MNOK 20.7 in 2003, compared to a profit

therefore applies whether the publication

nue in the first quarter, revenues flattened

vary slightly from country to country, with

of MNOK 1 in 2002. The Group achieved

is a Norwegian business publication or a

out slightly, falling by just under 4 per cent

a slight recession in Norway and the UK

a profit after tax of MNOK 8.4, compared

global, industry-related one.

in the fourth quarter. For the year as a whole,

but sound growth in Greece and China.

revenues amounted to MNOK 354.9, com-

This also reflects trends in international

to a loss of MNOK 6.8 for the preceding
year. This improvement is due to both

Through a number of cost measures and

pared to MNOK 371.2 in 2002. A survey

shipping and will affect how TradeWinds

operational factors, in that the operating

efficiency enhancement programmes, NHST

conducted by TNS Norsk Gallup showed

allocates its resource. TradeWinds is now

costs were cut by 4 per cent, and financial

has reduced its operating costs at the same

an increase in readership figures from

positioned for moderate growth in 2004

items. The operating profit came to MNOK

time as the position of NHST’s publications

271,000 to 284,000 on weekdays. Average

and, new to this year, will include confe-

11.2, compared to MNOK 2.9 in 2002.

in the market has never been stronger.

circulation figures fell slightly from 69,722

rence activities, starting with a shipping

The revenue fell from MNOK 581.8 in

Recent developments have shown that the

in 2002 to 69,262 in 2003. The circulation

conference in Shanghai at the end of

2002 to MNOK 569.3 in 2003. This

strategy of combining an improvement in

trend has also been for a decline in the first

February.

decline in revenue is mainly due to poorer

market position with cost-efficiency measu-

half-year to flatten out in the second half-

advertising sales and the effects of a

res has produced moderate improvements

year. The operating profit of MNOK 35.6

Upstream is one of the world’s leading oil

weaker US dollar.

in the operating result. At the same time,

for 2003 was marginally weaker than that

publications. Over time, gas has also be-

the more recent business-development

for 2002, despite a number of cost reduc-

come a significant part of this. Upstream is

activities are starting to achieve a sound

tions in all the newspaper’s departments.

primarily sold in USD and it is the fall in

business size, which means that their ope-

With the current positive general economic

the USD that has led to Upstream’s revenues

rating results are approaching break-even.

trend, the goal is for both the revenue and

declining from MNOK 46 in 2002 to

In addition, a number of measures have

operating profit to grow in 2004.

MNOK 44 in 2003. Without any change in

Consolidation and a focus on profitability
Due to a decline in economic activity
throughout Western world that started in
2001 and lasted until the summer of 2003,
the advertising market in the businessto-business sector fell by 30-40 per cent
– varying slightly from country to country
and from sector to sector. Within NHST,
this has been particularly felt by the
Group’s largest publication, Dagens
Næringsliv. During the same period, NHST
has carried out relatively extensive and
costly business developments relating to
the Internet as well as in several relatively
new, industry-related publications. These
two factors – economic activity and business developments – are what have caused
NHST’s poor operating results over the
past few years. As regards NHST’s market

the exchange rate, it would have achieved

been implemented, the effects of which
are expected to be seen soon in 2004. The

TradeWinds represents NHST on the ”seven

a growth in revenue of around 15 per cent.

level of economic activity has also improved

seas”. TradeWinds is the world’s largest

Its operating result improved from a loss of

significantly. It should therefore be realistic

maritime publication, with a circulation of

MNOK 4 to a loss of MNOK 2.5. The oil

to expect further improvements in 2004.

just over 7,000. TradeWinds is sold primarily

and gas publication market has also shrunk

There is still a long way to go until the level

in USD, and the strong fall in the USD and

over the past few years, and several of the

of profitability is satisfactory, and the Group

poor shipping markets in the autumn of

magazine’s competitors have ceased to exist.

is aiming for better profitability by further

2002/spring of 2003 led to the first three

Upstream’s circulation is now just over 5,400,

developing its established publications.

quarters of 2003 being weak. TradeWinds

which is the highest ever figure. Upstream

achieved revenues of MNOK 58, compared

has created a good basis for achieving a

to MNOK 64 in 2002, and made an opera-

profit in 2004, and a growth in both

ting profit of MNOK 2.7, compared to

advertisements and circulation is expected.

Publication by publication
Dagens Næringsliv (DN) is NHST’s ”flag
ship” and generates just over 60 per cent
of the Group’s revenue. DN’s profitability is
satisfactory, with a profit margin of 10 per

MNOK 6.9 in 2002. Stimulated by increasing economic activity in the shipping
sector and a more efficient organisation,
11

Intrafish Media has gradually established

DN Nye Medier is NHST’s largest digital

MNOK 6. It is now seeking to grow by,

good. Sick leave in the Group was 4.9 per

its position as the world’s foremost fishing

media commitment. It is Norway’s leading

among other things, publishing a monthly

cent in 2003, 0.9 percentage points higher

and seafood publication. The Fiskaren

and biggest website for business/finance

newspaper in 2004. In 2003, the Europower

than in the preceding year. Sick leave in

newspaper and Intrafish.no generate more

and has increasing interaction with other

newspaper was distributed together with

the parent company, AS Norges Handels

than 60 per cent of Intrafish Media’s reve-

NHST publications. Its revenue increased

DN each quarter, an innovation that proved

og Sjøfartstidende, was 3.9 per cent,

nues, but the growth is being achieved in

from MNOK 12 to MNOK 18 in 2003, and

to be a success.

which is 3.3 percentage points lower than

the English-language and globally targeted

its loss for the year has fallen from MNOK

parts – Intrafish.com, Intrafish Newspaper

17 to MNOK 7. The autumn season has

and The Wave. However, the losses are

been a very strong one, and dn.no made

also to be found in the globally targeted

a profit in both October and November. Its

publications, so further growth is crucial.

short-term goal is to achieve a break-even

Intrafish Media has a total of just over

result for 2004, and this is expected to be

5,000 Internet subscribers, while the

realised by good control of costs and a

Fiskaren newspaper has around 9,300

continued growth in revenues. dn.no has

subscribers. The total revenue amounted

a particularly strong position in the jobs

to MNOK 41, compared to MNOK 39 in

vacant sector.

in 2002. No injuries or accidents were

Prospects for 2004
The accounts are presented on a going
concern assumption. The profit forecasts
for 2004 and the Group’s good equity and
liquidity position form the basis for this
assessment.

loss of MNOK 7, as against a loss of

TDN Finans is Norway’s leading real-time

MNOK 9 in 2002. In Norway, the fisheries

provider of financial news. Although its

and fish-farming industries underwent a

revenues and operating results declined

crisis in 2003 but have maintained a high

slightly compared to the preceding year,

level of activity, and the Oslo Stock

TDN captured shares in a clearly contrac-

Exchange is now the world’s largest stock

ting market. With new growth in the finance

exchange for fisheries companies. Despite

industries, the basis for new growth should

the crisis, the Fiskaren newspaper achieved

be present. Its operating income amounted

its best result ever, with MNOK 1.1 in pro-

to MNOK 10 compared to MNOK 11 in

fit before tax. Intrafish Media is expected

2002, and it achieved an operating profit of

to further increase its revenues this year

MNOK 0.6 compared to MNOK 0.9 in 2002.

External environment
The Group is not engaged in the production
of goods and services that use environmentally harmful factor inputs. Dagens Næringsliv, which is the only newspaper in the Group
with a significant number of single copy
sales, collects unsold newspapers through
the company AS Avisretur. These newspapers are then recycled. All office machines
that are taken out of production and all
photo laboratory waste are handled in
accordance with current regulations. All
the newspapers have outsourced printing
services.

2002. The company made an operating

recorded during 2003.

Equality of the sexes
At the end of 2003, the NHST Group had
a total of 425 employees, 38 per cent of
whom were women. There were 388 fulltime employees. The Group’s Board has
six shareholder-elected directors, of whom
three are women and three are men. The
Group management consists of one man
and three women. The management of
the subsidiaries consists of only men, but
23 per cent of the middle management
are women.
NHST’s human-resources policy is based
on equal pay for equal work, which means
that women and men have equal salaries
when they are in the same jobs, provided
other conditions and their performance are
the same.

and to achieve a reduced loss for the year.
Europower, NHST’s smallest publication,

The environmental awareness of the Group’s

The Group attempts to make conditions

Nautisk Forlag has been part of NHST’s

is aimed at a very large, capital-intensive

main suppliers has been evaluated and

suitable for employees of both genders to

maritime activities for 114 years. It achieved

industry that is now the subject of greater

found acceptable.

be able to combine work and family life. In

revenues of MNOK 42 in 2003, compared

interest on the part of the general public

to MNOK 37 in 2002. Due to costs relating

and in which increasing integration is

to the acquisition of Navicharts, its opera-

taking place in Europe. This company has

ting profit fell from MNOK 5 in 2002 to

implemented considerable cost cuts and

MNOK 3 in 2003. Nautisk Forlag is now

now has a main focus on Norway. It made

one of the three largest chart-data distri-

an operating loss of MNOK 2 in 2003,

butors in the world. It expects growth in

compared to MNOK 4 in 2002. Its opera-

both its revenues and operating profit in

ting income remained unchanged at

2004.
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2003, a total of 34 employees took leaves

Staff and the working environment
The working environment is considered
good. Despite a generally low level of risk
in NHST’s working environment, the company places emphasis on health, environment and safety (HES) activities. Co-operation with the employees’ unions has been

of absence. 56 per cent of these were
women.
At the end of 2003, the Group had 37
part-time employees, 84 per cent of whom
were women. In jobs where this is practically possible, NHST has made conditions

suitable for part-time work. Women have

munication and equal treatment of the

taken more leaves of absence than men

company’s shareholders are also important

and they also have more part-time jobs

for increasing shareholder values and

and take more sick leave. This is regarded

winning confidence.

as primarily being due to the fact that
women still have more responsibility for

NHST strives to provide correct and suffi-

the care of children and the family in society.

ciently comprehensive information exter-

NHST strives to have a balance between

nally each quarter. The company does not

the number of men and women on its

state specific estimates of future revenues

board. At present, 50 per cent of its

and results. The Chief Executive Officer or

directors are women. The chairman of

Finance Director is responsible for Investor

the board and deputy chairman make up

Relations.

the nomination committee for the general
meeting, which is the final decision-

There is only one class of share and each

making body.

share has one vote at the general meeting.
The shares are freely negotiable, although

Few new employees were hired in 2003.

the Board may refuse to grant its consent

When recruiting, the company looks for

to the purchase of shares when there are

the professionally best qualified person.

reasonable grounds for doing so.

NHST believes that a relatively equal distri-

Furthermore, no shareholder can vote for

bution of the sexes contributes to a better

more than 10 per cent of the shares repre-

working environment, greater creativity

sented at the general meeting. The oppor-

and ability to adapt, and better results in

tunity to refuse consent to the acquisition

the long term. Under otherwise equal

of shares and the limitations on voting

cannot exercise their voting rights or other

company’s dividend capacity and require-

circumstances, a person of the under-

rights are due, among other things, to con-

organisational rights and they must refrain

ments as to satisfactory equity and sufficient

represented gender will be preferred.

siderations of publishing and business inde-

from making any further share acquisitions.

financial resources for future developments.

The Group will in future take a proactive

pendence. The Board has refused to agree

attitude to improvements in this area.

to share acquisitions by Dagbladet and

NHST tries to be financed by its equity. The

The company’s general meeting is open to

Dagbladet’s pension fund, which have

reason for this is that its most important

all approved shareholders and all approved

contested this decision. Until this matter is

asset is its intellectual capital, which is not

shares have the same voting rights, although

finally resolved, Dagbladet and Dagbladet’s

very suitable for debt-capital financing. The

limited by the voting-rights limitation of 10

pension fund have all the financial rights

value of the intellectual capital is primarily

per cent. All shareholders may take part

linked to the shares, so that the practical

linked to the on-going operations, and a

personally or via a proxy. Participation

effect of the refusal for these shares is limited

high level of financial soundness and liqui-

and/or voting via the Internet is not possi-

to the right to attend and vote at the

dity safeguards the on-going operations and

ble. There are no known shareholders’

general meeting. However, the parties have

gives the Group its desired independence.

agreements. Notice of the general meeting

Corporate governance
All companies are dependent on good
relationships to succeed. A good reputation and good financial developments are
prerequisites for building and maintaining
the confidence of important target groups,
such as shareholders, customers, employees,
suppliers, business partners and the authorities. This requires the operations to be
managed using good control and management mechanisms. Open and honest com-

Inge Lønning during the Norwegian parliament’s question time.

agreed that this matter is to be allowed to

is given in accordance with the minimum

rest for a period of 4.5 years as from

NHST aims to distribute dividend each

period of notice allowed by the law, which

September 2003. During this period,

year. When assessing the size of the divi-

is 14 days. NHST aims to have a balanced

Dagbladet and Dagbladet’s pension fund

dend, the Board places emphasis on the

board composition that takes into account
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OSLO 18.02 2004

ANETTE S. OLSEN
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

AASE GUDDING GRESVIG

ERIK MUST

expertise, experience and a relevant back-

This year, the Board has not made use of

to rise. Emphasis is placed on good cost

ground for the company’s operations and

sub-committees, with the exception of the

control and an efficient allocation of

which represents the owner composition.

nomination committee. Each month, the

resources. The Board expects further

The company’s management are not repre-

Board receives complete accounts with a

progress in 2004.

sented on the Board. None of the share-

balance sheet and a management report

holder-elected directors has previously been

describing the last month’s developments.

Results for the year and appropriations

employed by the company. There are no

At an extended board meeting each spring,

The majority interests’ share of the Group’s

family ties to the general manager or other

the company’s strategy is reviewed on a

profit after tax amounted to MNOK 11.5,

senior employees. No profit-dependent

broad basis. Otherwise, there is a rotating

compared to a loss of MNOK 3.3 in 2002.

board fees are paid. None of the directors

review of each subsidiary at the individual

has significant business relationships with

board meetings.

shareholder-elected representatives. All the

The Group uses the same firm of auditors

services of MNOK 39.9. This is a decline of

representatives are elected for two years at

for all its subsidiaries in all markets where

MNOK 5.7 compared to the preceding

a time on a rotating basis.

the company is active. The total auditing

year. The operating loss came to MNOK

tender is discussed and approved by the

8.9, compared to a loss of MNOK 9.7 in

NHST makes efforts to be an attractive

Board and Chief Executive Officer. The

2002. The net financial items amounted to

employer. The company wishes to attract

auditor is not used as an advisor on strate-

MNOK 18.2 (MNOK 4). The tax charge for

skilled employees with relevant experience.

gic issues. The Finance Director approves

the year was MNOK 2.2. The profit for the

The company’s goal is to have a competi-

any advisory assignments. The auditor parti-

year after tax, MNOK 11.5, is proposed

tive remuneration system. Remuneration

cipates at the board meeting that deals

allocated as follows (figures in NOK 1000):

is in the form of both a fixed salary and

with the annual accounts. The auditor’s

bonuses linked to quantitative and qualita-

remuneration is stated at the ordinary

Transferred from the reserve for

tive goals. The company’s management

general meeting and described in the

valuation variances

also has a limited option programme. The

notes to the accounts.

Dividend

13,412

To other equity

15,382

Total allocated

11,519

GEIR IMSET

LEIF L. SYVERSEN

PER ARNE WATLE

bonus systems and option programme are
PER AXEL KOCH

regarded as being of a scope and type that
help to influence the management’s ability
to think long-term. At the same time, the

INGVILD MYHRE

Board of NHST is of the opinion that it is
an advantage for the management to have
a community of interest with the shareholders when the share price rises.

TORILD BØE STOKES

GUNNAR BJØRKAVÅG
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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The parent company is a holding company,
which in 2003 had income from Group

the company. The Board consists of six

Prospects for 2004
NHST is well positioned for the future. All
its publications have leading market positions that have on the whole improved in
2003. The NHST Group has never published
as many publications or pages as it does
now, and the Group’s publications have
never been read by so many or had as
many subscribers as they do now. The
improved economic conditions also mean
that the advertising revenues are expected

(17,275)

The company is financially strong.
AS Norges Handels and Sjøfartstidende’s
unrestricted equity amounts to MNOK
46.2, its equity amounts to MNOK 85.1
and it has an equity ratio of 44 per cent.

ACCOUNTS / Profit and loss account (NOK 1 000)
NHST
2001
0
51 968
51 968

27
5
25
57

0
506
254
082
842

(5 874)

2002
0
45 590
45 590

29
4
21
55

0
121
461
679
261

The Group
2003
0
40 097
40 097

26
3
19
49

0
436
355
221
012

OPERATING INCOME AND EXPENSES
Sales income
Other operating income
Total operating income
Cost of services and good sold
Payroll and social costs
Depreciation
Other operating expenses
Total operating expenses

(9 671)

(8 915)

Operating profit

087)
358)
204
792
46
154
(1)
(186)
2 564

3 370
0
8 337
1 846
8
847
(73)
(10 345)
3 989

17 598
0
(2 124)
1 128
1
1 627
(2)
(29)
18 198

FINANCIAL INCOME AND EXPENSES
Result from investments in subsidiaries
Share of result from associated companies
Interest received from group companies
Other interest income
Other financial income
Change in market value of quoted bonds
Interest expenses
Other financial expenses
Net financial items

(3 310)

(5 682)

9 284

(1 033)
(4 343)

2 409
(3 273)

2 235
11 519

(3
(2
5
2

0
0
(4 343)

0
0
(3 273)

0
0
11 519

(17
11
3
(3

459)
179
007
273)

(17
13
15
11

275)
412
382
519

2003

2002

2001

2
2

564 005
5 328
569 333

575 330
6 454
581 785

615 258
7 860
623 118

162
261
20
114
558

155
273
21
127
578

157
280
18
169
626

3, 5
6
3, 4

Taxes
Ordinary result after taxes
Extraordinary expenses
Reserve for valuation variances
Loss for the year

095
049
391
635
170

11 163

029
816
585
907
338

(3 220)

0
0
0
7 448
245
1 224
(164)
(14 155)
(5 403)

0
(2 358)
0
9 609
120
746
(31)
(2 361)
5 725

17 614

(2 473)

2 506

(9 172)
8 442

(4 297)
(6 769)

(8 683)
(6 177)

4
3
(2
6

12

869
617
558
812
855

2 930

7
8

Ordinary result before taxes

The minority’s share of the profit (loss) for the year
The majority’s share of the profit (loss) for the year

(5 346)
0
1 003
(4 343)

Note

0
0
0
478
564
530
(21)
100)
451

0
0

0
0

(2 200)
616

8 442

(6 769 )

(7 761)

(3 077)
11 519

(3 496)
(3 273)

(3 418)
(4 343)

Transfers and appropriations:
Reserve for valuation variances
Dividend
Other equity

The Group’s most important management by objectives parameter – the profit (loss) before tax adjusted for minority interests
– is arrived at as follows:
Pre-tax profit (loss) on ordinary operations
17 614
(2 473)
2 506
Minority’s share of the profit (loss) for the year
3 077
3 496
3 418
Total
20 691
1 023
5 924
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BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31. DECEMBER

(NOK 1 000)

NHST
2001

2002

The Group
2003

0
0
0
0

0
288
0
288

0
456
0
456

8 559

5 526

6 255

134
7
1
4
147

348
044
946
644
981

156 540

122
7
1
4
135

723
044
089
653
509

105 498
7 044
0
4 661
117 203

141 323

123 914

ASSETS

Note

2003

2002

2001

6
12
6

2 261
0
11 977
14 238

2 261
0
13 172
15 433

0
0
14 510
14 510

Tangible fixed assets
Fixture and fittings, vehicles, office machinery etc.

6

23 271

31 687

36 406

Financial fixed assets
Investments in subsidiaries
Investments in other shares
Pension fund assets
Other long-term assets

7
8
5
9

Fixes assets
Intangible fixed assets
Licences, patents, trade marks etc.
Deferred tax assets
Goodwill

Total fixed assets
Current assets
Inventories
Stocks of finished goods

7
26
6
40

0
464
877
612
953

7
33
6
46

0
331
586
078
995

7
41
7
56

0
196
307
995
497

78 462

94 115

107 413

9 970

7 063

7 359

46 815
0
18 253
65 068

47 160
0
13 096
60 255

49 404
0
9 858
59 263

0

0

0

0
9 771
1 152
10 923

0
9 966
1 640
11 606

0
15 183
1 828
17 011

19 575

34 733

25 646

Investments
Quoted investments

10

66 270

74 406

70 878

7 501

12 524

26 945

Bank deposits etc.
Cash and bank deposits

11

68 387

51 405

71 020

37 999

58 862

69 602

Total current assets

209 695

193 129

208 520

194 539

200 186

193 516

TOTAL ASSETS

288 157

287 244

315 934
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Receivables
Accounts receivable
In account with group companies
Other current receivables

NHST
2001

2002

2003

11 629
(451)
2 994
14 172

11 629
(451)
2 994
14 172

11 629
(453)
2 994
14 170

58 568
29 145
87 713

41 109
32 714
73 823

23 834
47 114
70 948

101 885

87 996

OSLO 18.02 2004

The Group

85 118

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Equity
Paid-in equity
Share capital
Own (treasury) shares
Share premium reserve

Note

2003

2002

2001
ANETTE S. OLSEN
CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD

13, 15
13
13

11 629
(453)
2 994
14 170

11 629
(451)
2 994
14 172

11 629
(451)
2 994
14 172

AASE GUDDING GRESVIG

Retained earnings
Reserve for valuation variances
Other equity

13
13

0
66 771
66 771

0
68 801
68 801

0
84 075
84 075

Minority interests

13

3 649

6 725

6 851

84 590

89 698

105 099

GEIR IMSET

0
2 175
2 175

0
3 411
3 411

0
6 407
6 407

LEIF L. SYVERSEN

12

12
11

19 492
108 180
0
10 324
18 408
13 412
31 576
201 392

23 022
103 491
0
6 664
19 307
11 179
30 473
194 136

39 619
104 429
0
7 353
18 990
0
34 038
204 428

Total equity
Liabilities
Provisions
Pension obligations
Deferred taxes

0
544
544

0
0
0

96
0
96

3 810
0
76 224
4 997
1 352
0
5 726
92 109

2 630
0
87 545
4 070
1 955
11 179
4 812
112 190

2 373
0
78 456
9 004
1 247
13 412
3 810
108 302

92 653

112 190

108 398

Total liabilities

203 567

197 546

210 835

194 539

200 186

193 516

TOTAL EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

288 157

287 244

315 934

Current liabilities
Trade creditors
Advances from customers
In account with group companies
Tax payable
Public duties payable
Allocated to dividend
Other short-term liabilities

ERIK MUST

PER ARNE WATLE

PER AXEL KOCH

INGVILD MYHRE

TORILD BØE STOKES

GUNNAR BJØRKAVÅG
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER
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CASH FLOW ANALYSIS (NOK 1 000)
NHST
2001

2002

The Group
2003

2003

2002

2001

(3 310)
0
(19 711)
(45)
5 254
0
5 445
(3 248)
0
0
(3 181)
0
(48)
0
5 557
(13 287)

(5 682)
0
(4 996)
0
4 461
0
(3 370)
0
0
(487)
(1 180)
0
857
0
(312)
(10 709)

9 284
0
(4 070)
(51)
3 355
0
(17 598)
0
0
0
(257)
0
1 184
0
(1 897)
(10 051)

CASH FLOW FROM OPERATIONAL ACTIVITIES
Profit before taxes
Extraordinary expenses
Taxes payable
Gain on sale of fixed assets
Ordinary depreciation
Depreciation refurbishment of premises
Profit of using equity method
Gain on sale of shares
Change in inventories
Change in accounts receivable
Change in accounts payable
Change in advances from customers
Costs and payments/receipts pension plan
Conversion differences
Change in other accruals
Net cash flow from operational activities

17 614
0
(6 651)
(522)
20 375
17
0
0
(2 907)
458
(3 530)
20
6 710
(7)
(892)
30 685

(2 473)
0
(9 089)
(441)
21 951
17
0
0
296
1 757
(16 597)
(938)
7 720
(423)
(5 005)
(3 223)

2 506
(2 200)
(23 413)
(893)
18 585
21
2 358
(3 248)
(1 889)
11 607
5 423
(1 904)
1 744
42
8 407
17 146

414
0
636)
882)
0
0
364)
469)

12
0
441)
064)
058)
500)
(10)
060)

350
0
(4 383)
(26 286)
(50)
0
(8)
(30 376)

CASH FLOW FROM INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES
Proceeds on sale of fixed assets
Proceeds other investments
Payments on purchase of fixed assets
Liquidity transfer within group
Payment for purchase of sales in subsidiaries
Payment new issues in subsidiaries
Payments other investments
Net cash flow from investment activities

1 435
0
(7 957)
0
0
0
(4 008)
(10 530)

1 119
135
(13 874)
0
(1 058)
0
(2 186)
(15 865)

3 167
0
(22 967)
0
0
0
(20 747)
(40 547)

CASH FLOW FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Payment for purchase of own (treasury) shares
Dividend distribution
Fresh capital paid in by minority interests
Payment of group contribution
Net cash flow from financing activities

(131)
(11 179)
0
0
(11 309)

0
0
3 000
0
3 000

(43 044)
(50 304)
4 300
0
(89 047)

Net change in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents held 1.1
Cash and cash equivalents held 31.12

8 846
125 811
134 657

(4
(37

(29
(71

(1
(29
(1
(4
(36

(43 044)
(50 229)
0
126 780
33 508

0
0
0
66 950
66 950

(131)
(11 179)
0
57 070
45 761

(51 248)
78 324
27 076

20 181
27 076
47 257

5 334
47 257
52 591
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(16 087)
141 898
125 811

(112 448)
254 346
141 898

NOTES TO THE ACCOUNT FOR 2003
Note 1 – Accounting principles
CONSOLIDATION OF SUBSIDIARIES
AS Norges Handels og Sjøfartstidende is a
holding company that provides administrative services for all its subsidiaries.
In addition to the holding company, the
consolidated accounts include the following
subsidiaries: Dagens Næringsliv AS, DN Nye
Medier AS, Nautisk Forlag AS, TDN
Nyhetsbyrå AS, TradeWinds AS, Upstream
AS, Europower AS, NH&ST Asia Pte Ltd and
IntraFish Media AS with its subsidiary AS
Fiskaren. All the companies are owned 100%,
with the exception of IntraFish Media AS in
which AS Norges Handels og Sjøfartstidende
owned 59.4% of the shares as at 31
December 2003.
All the companies in the Group apply the
same accounting principles. All internal sales
and inter-company accounts within the
Group are eliminated in the consolidated
accounts. Shares in subsidiaries are eliminated using the purchase method of accounting. This means that the acquired company’s
equity and liabilities are assessed at their real
value on the acquisition date and any additional price in addition to this is classified as
goodwill.
OPERATING INCOME
Advertising income is entered as income at
the time when the advertisements are published. It is reduced for commissions, discounts
and claims. Subscription income is billed and
paid in advance, whilst the income is accrued
on a straight-line basis during the agreement
period.
CLASSIFICATION OF ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
Assets intended for permanent ownership or
use are classified as fixed assets. Other assets

are classified as current assets. Receivables
falling due within one year are nevertheless
classified as current assets. Similar criteria
apply to the classification of current liabilities.
Fixed assets are assessed at acquisition cost
but are written down to market value if the
decline in value is not considered to be of a
temporary nature. Fixed assets with a limited
useful economic life are depreciated systematically.
Current assets are recorded at the lower of
acquisition cost and market value. Shortterm liabilities are recorded at the nominal
amount received at the time the liability was
established.
Certain items are assessed according to other
rules, and commented on below.
INTANGIBLE ASSETS
Intangible assets are recorded at acquisition
cost and are written down to market value if
the decline in value is not considered to be
of a temporary nature.
FIXED ASSETS
Fixed assets are depreciated over the expected
useful economic life of the asset in question.
Ordinary depreciation is on a straight-line
basis over the following periods:
Vehicles
5 years
Fixtures/office equipment
5 years
Data processing equipment
3 years
Goodwill
5 years
INVESTMENTS IN SUBSIDIARIES
AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES
Investments in subsidiaries are recorded in
zaccordance with the equity method in NHST.
The equity method implies that the relative
share of the subsidiary’s after-tax profit is

taken to income. The share of the profit is
added to the balance sheet value. Group contributions after tax and dividends are recorded
as a change in the balance sheet value.
OTHER SHARES CLASSIFIED AS FIXED ASSETS
Other shares that are classified as fixed assets,
where the Group does not have a controlling
interest, are recorded in the balance sheet at
cost. Investments are written down to market
value if the decline in value is not considered
to be of a temporary nature. Dividends
received from the companies are taken to
income as other financial income.
PENSIONS
When accounting for pensions, a linear
earning profile and the expected salary on
retirement form the basis. Deviations in
estimates and changes in plans are amortised
over the expected remaining earning period
to the extent that they exceed 10% of the
pension obligations and pension funds,
whichever is the higher (corridor).
The company’s ordinary pension plan entitles
all members to a future defined benefit. This
mainly depends on the number of earnings
years, the salary level on the retirement date
and an estimated benefit payable under the
National Insurance Scheme, based on current
regulations. The company also has a pension
plan for salaries in excess of 12 times the
National Insurance Scheme’s basis amount
(G), in which the benefit is limited in that it
only applies until the member reaches the
age of 77 years. The pension amount
depends on the number of earnings years
and the salary level on the retirement date.
In some parts of the Group in Norway,
employees can avail themselves of Agreed
Early Retirement (AFP) in accordance with
the Confederation of Norwegian Business
and Industry AFP arrangement.

In accordance with the Norwegian Accounting
Standard for pension costs, the company’s
pension plan is to be treated as a benefit plan.
INVENTORIES
Inventories are recorded at the lower of
the acquisition cost according to the FIFO
method and the net sales value.
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE AND
OTHER RECEIVABLES
Accounts receivable and other receivables
are recorded in the annual accounts at
nominal value less an unspecified provision
for bad debts.
QUOTED CAPITAL PLACEMENTS
Stock market quoted financial instruments,
including shares and bonds, that form part
of a trading portfolio are recorded at their
actual value on the balance sheet date.
FOREIGN CURRENCIES
Bank deposits, receivables and liabilities in
foreign currencies are translated at the
exchange rate on the balance sheet date.
Prepaid subscriptions in foreign currencies
are, as at 31 December 2003, recorded at
a weighted average of the rate on the payment date and the forward exchange rate.
TAXES
The tax charge is shown together with the
accounting result before tax. Taxes linked
to equity transactions are debited to equity.
The tax charge consists of taxes payable
(tax on the year’s direct taxable income)
and changes in net deferred tax. The tax
charge is divided between the profit on
ordinary operations and the profit on extraordinary items in accordance with the tax
base. Deferred tax and deferred tax assets
are presented net in the balance sheet.
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Note 2 – Operating income (figures in NOK 1,000)
NHST
2001
0
0
0
0

2002
0
0
0
0

2003
0
0
0
0

71
48 580
0
3 318
51 968

0
45 495
0
95
45 590

51
39 926
0
120
40 097

Income by geographic market:
Operating income (figures in NOK 1,000)

The Group

Advertisements
Subscriptions and single copy sales
Other sales income
Total sales income
Gain on sale of fixed assets
Sales to group companies
Press subsidy to AS Fiskaren
Other operating income
Total operating income
Norway
475 751

United Kingdom
17 166

USA
23 571

2003
207 080
310 775
46 150
564 005

2002
218 694
317 438
39 199
575 330

2001
250 229
331 281
33 747
615 258

522
0
4 608
198
5 328

441
0
4 430
1 584
6 454

863
0
3 066
3 931
7 860

Rest of the world
52 845

Note 3 – Personnel costs and remuneration, etc (figures in NOK 1,000)
NHST

Total Group
569 333

The Group

2001
20 397
3 322
937
0
2 850

2002
21 623
3 602
1 753
0
2 143

2003
19 338
3 006
1 343
0
2 749

Payroll and social costs
Salaries
National Insurance contributions
Pension costs
Pension costs abroad
Other benefits

2003
214 995
25 877
8 696
225
11 257

2002
224 996
27 725
10 943
208
9 745

2001
231 870
28 261
4 821
0
15 864

27 506

29 121

26 436

Total

261 049

273 617

280 816

NHST
2001
615
2 202
157
215
3 188

2002
570
1 989
70
0
2 628

The Group
2003
570
2 009
250
3
2 831

Remuneration and fees
Remuneration to the Board of Directors
Remuneration to the Chief Executive Officer
Auditor’s fees (auditing)
Auditor’s fees for other services
Total

2003
880
2 009
897
33
3 818

2002
840
1 989
364
0
3 192

2001
945
2 202
771
215
4 133

The remuneration to the Chief Executive Officer includes a bonus of NOK 90 000, a company car amount of NOK 119 886, and pension premium.
NHST has not granted any loans to or lodged any security on behalf of senior members of the staff or Board members in 2003.
In 2003, the average number of employees was 40 in NHST and 431 in the Group.
Options
53 senior members of Group staff have been given options for between 150 and 700 shares in AS Norge Handels og Sjøfartstidende. The options can be exercised
during a period of 4 years calculated from 2 years after the date of the agreement. The options are waived in the event that employment is terminated.
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Note 4 – Other operating expenses (figures in NOK 1,000)
NHST
2001
16 337
0
0
8 745
25 082

2002
13 888
0
54
7 737
21 679

The Group
2003
11 930
62
(5)
7 234
19 221

Premises expenses
Marketing/commissions
Bad debts
Sundry expenses
Total

2003
52 529
24 251
2 052
35 802
114 635

2002
55 619
32 784
1 465
37 944
127 812

2001
64 806
57 991
1 666
45 445
169 907

Note 5 – Pension plan assets
The companies have pension plans for their employees. As at 31.12.03, the pension obligations cover 39 employees in NHST and 309 employees in the Group. In
addition, the pension scheme covers 32 Group pensioners.
The obligations and costs have been calculated on the basis of the following assumptions:

2003
Discount rate
Expected yield
Salary adjustments
Inflation/G (National Insurance basis amount) adjustment
Pension adjustments
Resignations by those under 40
Resignations by those between 40 and 55
Resignations by those over 55
The net pension cost for 2003 is as follows: (figures in NOK 1,000)

6,0
6,0
2,5
2,5
2,0
10,0
5,0
2,0

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

NHST

2002
6,0
6,0
3,3
3,3
2,0
2,0
2,0
2,0

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

The Group

Present value of year’s pension earnings
Interest cost of accrued pension obligations
National Insurance contributions on net obligations
Yield on pension plan assets
Year’s share of changes in pension plans
Recorded changes in estimates and deviations
Net pension cost

1 305
497
12
(544)
206
(133)
1 343

8 691
4 817
18
(6 096)
1 503
(235)
8 696

Balance sheet as at 31.12.03
Pension plan assets at fair value
National Insurance contributions on net obligations
Estimated accrued pension obligations
Net pension plan assets at fair value

8 646
(12)
(9 120)
(486)

105 454
(166)
(91 293)
13 994

Unrecognised changes in pension plans
Unrecognised changes in estimates and deviations
Net pension plan assets in balance sheet

2 072
(1 682)
(96)

17 516
(4 632)
26 877
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Note 6 – Fixed assets (figures in NOK 1,000)
NHST
Fixtures, fittings, vehicles, office machinery, etc.
Company cabin
Works of art
Total fixed assets
The Group
Concessions, patents, licences and trademarks.
Goodwill subsidiaries

Acquisition cost

Additions

Disposals

Acc. ord.

Book value

01.01.03
23 588
0
358
23 946

2003
3 278
996
109
4 383

2003
4 649
0
0
4 649

depreciation
17 425
0
0
17 425

31.12.03
4 793
996
467
6 255

2 261

0

0

0

2 261

22 088

3 229

0

13 340

11 977

77 335
0
290
77 625

22 787
479
5
23 271

Ordinary goodwill amortisation in the Group amounted to TNOK 3,963 for subsidiaries in 2003 and TNOK 460 for other companies.
Fixtures, fittings, vehicles, office machinery, etc
Works of art
Refurbishment of premises
Total fixed assets

99 762
370
294
100 426

8 357
109
0
8 465

7 996
0
0
7 996

In 2003, depreciation on fixed assets amounted to TNOK 3,355 in NHST and to TNOK 15,968 in the Group.

Note 7 – Investments in subsidiaries (figures in NOK 1,000)
Company
Subsidiary:
Subsidiary:
Dagens Næringsliv AS
Nautisk Forlag AS
TDN Nyhetsbyrå AS
TradeWinds AS
Upstream AS
Intrafish Media AS
DN Nye Medier AS
Europower AS
NH&ST Asia Pte Ltd
Subsidiary of Intrafish Media AS:AS
Fiskaren
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Date of
acquisition

Registered
office

01.01.91
01.01.64
01.01.91
09.01.85
20.06.96
01.03.01
15.05.00
02.01.01
09.09.97

Oslo
Oslo
Oslo
Oslo
Oslo
Bodø
Oslo
Oslo
Singapore

01.03.01

Bergen

% ownership
and % votes

Acquisition
cost

Equity at date
of acquisition

%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

1 000
50
926
90
10 200
28 526
36 010
4 808
4

1 000
50
926
1 000
10 200
8 515
36 010
1 228
5

100 %

13 800

100
100
100
100
100
59
100
100
100

Note 7 continues
Company

Opening balance
01.01.03
55 145
3 124
3 313
6 675
1 002
13 241
34 038
4 043
2 142
122 723

Dagens Næringsliv AS
Nautisk Forlag AS
TDN Nyhetsbyrå AS
TradeWinds AS
Upstream AS
Intrafish Media AS
DN Nye Medier AS
Europower AS
NH&ST Asia Pte Ltd
TOTAL

Share of the
Group
year’s result contribution
29 424
(33 432)
2 014
(1 831)
450
(555)
1 770
(5 550)
(2 236)
2 239
(7 747)
(4 211)
3 624
(2 090)
1 485
224
17 598
(34 020)

Other Closing balance
changes
31.12.03
51 137
50
3 357
3 208
2 895
1 005
5 494
33 451
3 438
(853)
1 513
(803)
105 498

Goodwill
31.12.03

6 267
1 472
7 740

The year’s goodwill amortisation, TNOK 716 for Europower and TNOK 3,247 for IntraFish Media, is included in the share of the year’s result.

Note 8 – Investments in other shares (figures in NOK 1,000)
Company

Date of
acquisition
01.03.01

Intrafish AS
Andre

Registered
office
Bodø

% ownership
and % votes
19,9 %

NHST
Book value
31.12.03
7 010
34
7 044

Acquisition
cost
9 368

Note 9 – Other long-term receivables (figures in NOK 1,000)
NHST
2001
344
2 700
1 600
4 644

2002
353
2 700
1 600
4 653

2003
361
2 700
1 600
4 661

Deposits and other long-term receivables
Capital paid into Pension Fund
Subordinated loan to Pension Fund

THE GROUP
Bokført verdi
31.12.03
7 010
34
7 044

THE GROUP
2003
2 312
2 700
1 600
6 612

2002
1 778
2 700
1 600
6 078

2001
3 695
2 700
1 600
7 995

All the receivables fall due more than one year from the balance sheet date.

Note 10 – Stock market quoted placements (figures in NOK 1,000)
NHST
Acquisition cost
23 986
0
23 986

Market value
25 646
0
25 646

Bonds and Norwegian Government certificates
Deposits with financial institutions

THE GROUP
Acquisition cost
52 734
10 000
62 734

Market value
56 270
10 000
66 270

Capital placements are recorded at market value.
The financial risk in the portfolio mainly consists of an interest-rate risk and, to a lesser extent, a credit risk. As at 31 December 2003, the company’s financial risk is
extremely slight.
Interest-rate risk
The capital placements had an interest-rate sensitivity as at 31.12.03 of 1.5%, which is the percentage change in value with a 1% change in interest rate.
Credit risk
Most of the placements are in Norwegian Government certificates with no credit risk. The amount deposited with SR Bank, which comprises 15% of the placements,
is regarded as having a low credit risk.
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Note 11 – Bank deposits
Of NHST’s bank deposits, TNOK 1,163 is restricted to cover income tax withheld on behalf of employees, and TNOK 3,800 is restricted for deposits. The corresponding figures for the Group are TNOK 9,615 and TNOK 9,283.

Note 12 – Taxes (figures in NOK 1,000)
Deferred tax as at 31.12.03 is calculated at 28% of the temporary differences between values for accounting purposes and values for tax purposes. Deferred tax assets
are in their entirety offset against deferred tax. The temporary differences are as follows:

NHST

The Group

31.12.03
731
2 973
(6 993)
0
1 660
0
0
(1 629)

31.12.02
2 001
3 717
(6 989)
0
242
0
0
(1 030)

Change
(1 270)
(743)
(4)
0
1 418
0
0
(599)

(456)

(288)

(168)

Net pension plan assets
Gains and losses account
Operating assets
Receivables
Stock market quoted placements
Other temporary differences
Loss brought forward
Basis for deferred tax

31.12.03
28 360
2 973
(24 281)
5
3 536
(604)
(2 220)
7 768

31.12.02
35 316
3 717
(22 749)
(390)
494
(576)
(3 630)
12 181

Change
(6 956)
(743)
(1 532)
395
3 042
(28)
1 410
(4 412)

Deferred tax (deferred tax asset)

2 175

3 410

(1 235)

Deferred tax assets are recorded in the company’s balance sheet because the company expects to use these assets in the years to come.
Taxes payable in Norway are calculated at 28% of the taxable net income arrived at after the profit before taxes is adjusted for permanent differences and changes
in temporary differences as follows:

NHST
2001
(3 310)
3 087
2 358
0
0
1 553
0
0
3 379
7 068
1 979
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2002
(5 682)
(3 370)
0
0
0
453
0
0
2 974
(5 624)
(1 575)

The Group
2003
9 284
(17 598)
0
0
0
332
0
0
599
(7 383)
(2 067)

Taxes payable on the year’s result
Profit on ordinary operations before taxes
Income from investments in subsidiaries
Cost of investing in associated companies
Tax basis abroad
Amortisation of goodwill
Permanent differences
Deficit IntraFish Media
Dividend with credit
Change in temporary differences this year
Tax basis for the year
Taxes payable on the year’s result

2003
17 614
0
0
(135)
3 963
1 657
8 303
0
4 412
35 814
10 030

2002
(2 473)
0
0
3 578
3 836
509
8 719
(122)
10 665
24 712
6 919

2001
2 506
0
2 358
6 312
3 411
3 926
8 964
0
2 858
30 335
8 494

Note 12 continues

NHST
2001
1 979
0
0
(946)
1 033

31.12.01
1 979
0
3 018
0
0
4 997

The Group

2002
(1 575)
0
(1)
(833)
(2 409)

2003
(2 067)
0
0
(168)
(2 235)

31.12.02
(1 575)
0
5 644
0
0
4 070

31.12.03
(2 067)
0
11 071
0
0
9 004

The tax charge for the year in the profit and loss account
is arrived at as follows:
Taxes payable on the year’s result in Norway
Taxes payable on the year’s result abroad
Changes for earlier years
Change in deferred tax
Tax charge on result of ordinary operations

The tax payable in the balance sheet is arrived at as follows:
Taxes payable in Norway
Tax refund subsidiary
Tax payable on group contribution
Taxes payable abroad
Pre-paid taxes abroad
Total tax payable

2003
10 030
340
38
(1 235)
9 172

2002
6 919
504
(140)
(2 986)
4 297

2001
8 494
639
350
(800)
8 683

31.12.03
10 030
12
0
427
(145)
10 324

31.12.02
6 919
12
0
513
(780)
6 664

31.12.01
7 878
22
0
(547)
0
7 353

Note 13 – Equity (figures in NOK 1,000)
NHST
Equity as at 31.12.02
Change in equity during the year:
Purchase of own shares
Proposed dividend
Conversion difference NH&ST Asia
Result for the year
Equity as at 31.12.03

The Group
Equity as at 31.12.02
The year’s change in equity:
Purchase of own (treasury) shares
Proposed dividend
Conversion difference NH&ST Asia
Result for the year
Equity as at 31.12.03

Share capital
11 629

Own shares
(451)

Share premium
reserve
2 994

Reserve for
valuation variances
41 109

(2)

11 629

Share capital
11 629

(453)

Own shares
(451)

2 994

Share premium
reserve
2 994

(2)

11 629

(453)

2 994

(17 275)
23 834

Other
equity
68 801

(129)
(13 412)
(8)
11 519
66 771

Other
equity
32 714

87 996

(129)
(13 412)
(853)
28 794
47 114

(131)
(13 412)
(853)
11 519
85 118

Minority
interests
6 725

(3 077)
3 649

Total

Total
89 698

(131)
(13 412)
(7)
8 442
84 590

Own shares
In 2001, the company bought 40,994 of its own shares for a total of TNOK 43,044. In 2003, the company bought 200 of its own shares for TNOK 131.
The company now owns in total 45,272 of its own shares. These shares were purchased so that they can, among other things, be used in a business development
context and/or as part of an option programme.
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Note 14 – Nærstående parter
The parent company, AS Norges Handels og Sjøfartstidende, supplies IT and financial services to group companies, which are invoiced according to the services
actually used. In addition, a share of the common costs is debited according to the use of financial and IT services or the number of employees in the companies.

Note 15 – Share capital and shareholder information
The company’s share capital as at 31.12.03 was TNOK 11,629 (1,162,925 shares each with a nominal value of NOK 10). The company has only one share class.
Limitations in voting rights:
Each share carries one vote. However, no shareholder acting on his/her own behalf or by proxy may vote for more than one-tenth of the share capital represented at
the general meeting. Companies that form part of the same group pursuant to the Norwegian Limited Liability Companies Act may together not exceed the number
of votes that follows from the limitation rules in the previous sentence.
Ownership structure
As at 31 December 2003, the 20 largest shareholders in AS Norges Handels og Sjøfartstidende were:

Dagbladet AS
Bonheur ASA
Ganger Rolf ASA
Erik Must AS
Storebrand Livsforsikring AS
Borgå AS
Fredrik Olsen AS
Tine Pensjonskasse
Falck Frås AS
Skagen Vekst
Aase Gudding Gresvig
Hans Jacob Røed
Bank of New York
Dagbladets Pensjonskasse
Pareto Fonds ASA
Straen AS
Orkla ASA
Follum Invest
Aconcagua AS
Morten Håve
Total 20 largest shareholders
Total other
Own shares
Total no. of shares

No. of
shares
* 238 294
178 683
175 000
156 303
59 094
25 647
25 545
22 000
20 974
20 575
18 970
15 200
14 422
* 12 772
12 464
12 410
10 097
8 000
6 845
5 000
1 038 295
79 358
45 272
1 162 925

Ownership
interest
20.5 %
15.4 %
15.0 %
13.4 %
5.1 %
2.2 %
2.2 %
1.9 %
1.8 %
1.8 %
1.6 %
1.3 %
1.2 %
1.1 %
1.1 %
1.1 %
0.9 %
0.7 %
0.6 %
0.4 %
89.3 %
6.8 %
3.9 %
100.0 %

* Transfer has not been approved by NHST’s Board inasmuch as Article 4 of the Articles of Association authorises the Board to refuse approval in the event that
it has reasonable grounds.
Shares owned by members of the Board and the Chief Executive Officer and their close associates:
Name
Office
No. of shares
Erik Must
Board member
161 928
Aase Gudding Gresvig
Board member
20 665
Gunnar Bjørkavåg
Chief Executive Officer
100
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Ownership interest
13.92 %
1.78 %
0.01 %

AUDITOR´S REPORT FOR 2003
To the Annual Shareholders' Meeting of AS Norges Handels og Sjøfartstidende
We have audited the annual financial statements of AS Norges Handels og Sjøfartstidende as of 31 December 2003, showing
a profit of TNOK 11.519 for the parent company and a profit of TNOK 8.442 for the group. We have also audited the information in the Board of Directors’ report concerning the financial statements, the going concern assumption, and the proposal for the allocation of the profit. The financial statements comprise the balance sheet, the statements of income and cash
flows, the accompanying notes and the group accounts. These financial statements are the responsibility of the Company’s
Board of Directors and Group Managing Director. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements
and on the other information according to the requirements of the Norwegian Act on Auditing and Auditors.
We conducted our audit in accordance with the Norwegian Act on Auditing and Auditors and generally accepted auditing
standards in Norway. Generally accepted auditing standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable
assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test
basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. To the extent required by law and generally accepted auditing standards, an audit also comprises a review
of the management of the Company’s financial affairs and its accounting and internal control systems. We believe that our
audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion,
• the financial statements are prepared in accordance with the law and regulations and present the financial position of the
Company and of the Group as of 31. desember 2003, and the results of its operations and its cash flows for the year then
ended, in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles in Norway
• the Company’s management has fulfilled its duty to maintain the Company’s accounting process in such a proper and wellarranged manner that the accounting process is in accordance with the law and generally accepted accounting practices in
Norway
• the information in the Board of Directors’ report concerning the financial statements, the going concern assumption, and the
proposal for the allocation of the profit is consistent with the financial statements and complies with the law and regulations.

Oslo, 18 February 2004
Deloitte

Terje Nagell (signed)
State Authorised Public Accountant (Norway)
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CONSOLIDATED ACCOUNT (NOK 1 000)
ACCOUNTS 1/1-31/12-2003
NHST
Income from advertising
Income from subscriptions/
single copy sales
Other operating income
Total operating income
Operating expenses

Dagens
Næringsliv

Nautisk
Forlag

TDN
Nyhetsbyrå

140 046

Upstream

Intrafish
Media

DN Nye
Medier

Europower

18 337

14 664

15 893

17 427

713
4 497
398
5 608

5 294
5 294
(4 897)

40 097
40 097

209 827
5 021
354 894

42 074
42 074

9 509
712
10 221

38 570
791
57 698

29 377
397
44 438

18 995
5 820
40 708

142
17 569

(9 599)

(55 014)

(46 933)

(47 909)

(24 108)

(7 555)

2 684

(2 495)

(7 201)

(6 539)

(1 947)

(49 012)

(319 281)

(39 008)

Operating result

(8 915)

35 613

3 066

Net financial items

18 199

5 492

(244)

9 284
2 235

41 105
(11 681)

2 822
(807)

Profit (Loss) before taxes
Taxes

TradeWinds

622
5
627
(176)

(29)

(199)

2 655
(885)

(2 694)
458

20
(7 181)
(396)

756
(5 783)
1 572

39
(1 908)
534

NH&ST
Asia Pte

397

11 519

29 424

2 015

451

1 770

123 914
69 602
193 516

36 252
120 120
156 372

6 909
17 806
24 715

504
4 953
5 457

85 118

51 137

3 357

3 208

(1 374)

The Group
2002

207 080

218 694

(5)

310 775
(49 268)
51 477
(49 268) 569 333

317 438
45 653
581 785

(2)
13
(2)

45 145

(558 170)

(4 123)

11 163

(578 855)
2 930

%
Change

(4)
281

(147)

(17 441)

6 451

(5 403)

(219)

250
(26)

(21 564)

17 614
(9 172)

(2 473)
(4 297)

(812)
(114)

3 077

8 442
3 077

(6 769)
3 496

(12)

(18 487)

11 519

(3 273)

Profit/(Loss) for the year
Minority interests
The Group’s profit
(loss) for the year

Internal The Group
Group Items
2003

(2 236)

(7 577)

(4 211)

224

2 224
26 697
28 921

976
18 735
19 711

6 043
7 216
13 259

2 495
38 377
40 872

940
3 189
4 129

123
2 836
2 959

(101 918)
78 462
(99 836) 209 695
(201 754) 288 157

2 895

1 005

(1 303)

33 451

1 966

1 513

(101 406)

BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31/12-2003

Fixed assets
Current assets
Total assets
The Group's share of equity
Minority interests

3 649

94 115
193 129
287 244

(17)
9

80 941

82 974

(2)

3 649

6 725

(46)
(36)
4
3

Provisions
Short-term liabilities
Total liabilities

96
108 302
108 398

4 023
101 212
105 235

685
20 673
21 358

0
2 249
2 249

0
26 026
26 026

0
18 706
18 706

0
14 562
14 562

0
7 421
7 421

0
2 163
2 163

0
1 446
1 446

(2 532)
(101 465)
(103 997)

2 175
201 392
203 567

3 411
194 136
197 546

Total equity and liabilities

193 516

156 372

24 715

5 457

28 921

19 711

13 259

40 872

4 129

2 959

(201 754) 288 157

287 244
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KRISTIN HALVORSEN – THE HEAD OF
SOCIALIST LEFT PARTY – VOTES AT
GRÜNNERLØKKA SCHOOL ON ELECTION DAY.

GROUP CEOS SVEIN AASER (LEFT) AND
OLAV HYTTA (RIGHT) – THE MERGER OF
THE GJENSIDIGE NOR AND DNB BANKS.

DAGENS NÆRINGSLIV
PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT
[NOK 1000]
Income from advertising
Income from subscriptions/
single copy sales
Other operating income
Total operating income
Total operating expenses
Operating result
Financial items
Profit before taxes
Taxes
Profit for the year

Dagens Næringsliv achieved revenue of

Dagens Næringsliv is now printed at

nine months of the year. The property

MNOK 354.9, a decline of 4.4 per cent.

three locations in Norway, which has

market’s revenues and market share

Its operating profit came to MNOK 35.6,

resulted in very stable deliveries. The

improved with regard to both residential

resulting in a profit margin of 10 per

total circulation is expected to remain

housing and commercial properties.

cent. The company cut its costs by 4.4

relatively stable in 2004.

The number of planned editorial inserts
has been increased for 2004 and these

per cent to MNOK 319.3.

2003
140 046

2002
153 953

209 827
5 021
354 894
319 281
35 613
5 492
41 105
(11 681)
29 424

212 815
4 420
371 188
333 852
37 336
9 068
46 404
(12 879)
33 525

NET CIRCULATION [no. of copies]

Circulation
In 2003, Dagens Næringsliv’s average
circulation was 69,292, a decline of 460
copies (-0.7 per cent) from the previous
year. Total circulation income amounted
to MNOK 210.

Advertising
Dagens Næringsliv achieved an advertising revenue of MNOK 140, compared
to MNOK 154 in 2002 (-9 per cent).
The advertising volume increased by
4 per cent.
The market for brand advertising, inclu-

are now being marketed to advertisers
as an annual programme.

News year 2003
The war in Iraq, corruption scandal in
Statoil, sharp cuts in interest rates and
upswing on the stock market characterised the news year 2003.

Subscriptions fell by 3.2 per cent. This

ding chains and retailers, increased by

reduction is much less than in the year

15 per cent in 2003 (gross figures before

The USA’s and UK’s attack on and war

before and is due to a continued slump

discounts). The newspapers’ share of

in Iraq and the political unrest and dis-

in Norwegian industry. While the num-

brand advertising increased by 18 per

agreement surrounding this were the

ber of six-day subscribers fell slightly, the

cent, while TV had an increase of 10 per

overriding international events.

number of Saturday subscribers doubled.

cent. Newspapers now have a 46.5 per

80 000

cent share (+ 1.4 percentage points) of

In Norway, much of the attention was

70 000

Single-copy sales increased by 5 per cent

the brand advertising market, while TV

focused on the Statoil scandal, where the

60 000

in 2003. Sales on Saturdays have particu-

has 32.4 per cent (- 1.5 percentage

company’s agreement to pay consultancy

50 000

larly risen, up 11 per cent on 2002.

points) (Source AC Nielsen). The other

fees of MNOK 115 to Iranian contacts

During the year, important contracts

channels only have modest shares.

ended in both chairman of the board

40 000

were entered into with SAS/Braathens for
30 000
2000

2001

2002

2003

NET ADVERTISING INCOME [NOK MILLION]
250

200

Leif Terje Løddesøl and CEO Olav Fjell

airline deliveries and with the Gress

In addition to brand advertising, a con-

having to resign. Several shipping com-

Group for hotel deliveries. The contract

siderable part of newspaper revenues

panies’ links to the Liberian register,

regarding deliveries to SAS/Braathens

comes from classified ads. These accoun-

Odfjell and Stolt Nielsen’s price collabo-

means that Dagens Næringsliv will be

ted for 38.9 per cent of the Oslo news-

ration in the USA and various lawyers’

the only business newspaper on these

papers’ total advertising volume in 2003,

commingling of roles created a fertile

companies’ aircraft.

a decline of 4.5 percentage points from

basis for a major and extensive discus-

2002. One positive trend in the classified

sion on business ethics.

ads market was that the market for

150

managerial positions increased by 15 per

100

cent in the fourth quarter, following a
decline of 29 per cent during the first

50
2000
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2001

2002

2003

A more pleasant piece of news was that

The Bergesen shipping company was

the stock market finally took off again.

also sold to a Hong Kong-based company.

Following a historically low all-share
index of 98.57 points on 25 February,

In the political arena, there was a

share prices rose steadily throughout the

historical budget settlement between

year to end at 170.97 on 31 December

the Labour Party and the Conservative-

– an upswing that has continued in 2004.

dominated centre-party government,
which introduced a bill proposing that

Most people will remember 2003 as the

the number of women on companies’

year when the Bank of Norway repeatedly

boards should be increased to 40 per

lowered the base rate so that it ended

cent within two years. The Skauge com-

up at 2.25 per cent just before Christmas.

mittee presented its proposals regarding

This resulted, among other things, in an

tax reform and the work on a new pen-

upswing in the housing market.

sion reform entered its final phase.

While 2002 was characterised by major

The creation of the radio channel that

international finance scandals and indus-

ended up being called Kanal 24 was the

trial problems, we did not avoid financial

major event on the media front. This was

problems in Norway in 2003 either: Kjell

due partly to the fact that TV2 increased

Inge Røkke and Aker RGI had great pro-

its shares in this channel, but mainly to

blems servicing their loan from Orkla,

the violent quarrel with P4 that increased

the Finance Credit case continued to roll

in strength during the autumn and winter.

The Statoil case: Inge K. Hansen (left), the acting Group CEO; Kaci Kullmann Five (centre), the acting
chairperson of the board; and Olav Fjell (right), who resigned as Group CEO.

towards the courts, Einar Chr. NagellErichsen experienced major problems,

Trygve Hegnar’s acquisition of shares in

Sponsor Service developed into a minor

– and the fact that he was denied a

catastrophe, and the fish-farming indus-

place on the board of – the Gyldendal

try experienced huge problems.

publishing house also took up extensive
column space in DN.

After many attempts, Norway finally
obtained a major finance unit in 2003

The same is true of DN’s deliberate focus

when DnB and Gjensidige Nor merged

on small and medium-sized enterprises,

to form DnB Nor.

with series entitled ”The small money

Wage negotiations – the Norwegian Federation of Trade Unions and Confederation of Norwegian Business
and Industry – Gerd Liv Valla and Finn Bergesen.

machines”, “The Result Exchange” and
“The Gazelles”.
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NAUTISK FORLAG
PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT
[NOK 1000]
Total operating income
Total operating expenses
Operating result
Financial items
Profit before taxes
Taxes
Profit for the year

2003
42 074
39 008
3 066
(244)
2 822
(807)
2 015

2002
36 714
31 863
4 851
(357)
4 494
(1 270)
3 224

Nautisk Forlag A/S supplies charts and

The sustained focus on safety at sea,

maritime publications to the merchant

including more frequent and stringent

marine, supply and fishing vessels and

controls by port-state authorities, class

the pleasure-craft fleet from its premises

societies and suchlike, continued to have

in Dronningensgate 8B in Oslo.

a positive impact on the company’s reve-

Nautisk Forlag A/S is the official chart

nues in 2003. Internet companies focus-

and publication agent for the British

ing on various kinds of purchasing

Admiralty, the hydrographic offices in

portals aimed at the shipping industry

Norway, Denmark and Sweden, and

continued to contribute to an intensifi-

other publishers of maritime literature.

cation of competition in 2003. The
unstable framework conditions for

2003 continued to be characterised by

Norwegian shipping have been the sub-

a tough battle for market shares. Despite

ject of considerable debate in 2003 too.

the fact that the shipping industry must

There is a great danger of a massive

be said to have had a reasonably good

transfer to for-eign ship registers and that

year, it is still extremely restrictive about

entire shipowner organisations will move,

purchases.

for example to London and our immediate
neighbours. Such a re-registration/move

OPERATING INCOME [NOK million]
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The first year of the contract with the

abroad would result in an even tougher

Norwegian purchasing association Incentra

competitive situation for the company.

to supply charts and maritime publica-

However, there are signs that the authori-

With its store in Oslo, the company is

tions has led to a significant increase in

ties take this threat seriously and that they

one of the largest dealers in maritime

activity during the year, and has func-

will now try to stabilise the framework con-

publications and marine charts, printed

tioned as expected. The company shares

ditions. This would contribute to the com-

or electronic, and other navigational aids

this contract with a foreign company.

pany being able to continue to progress.

for the Nordic pleasure-craft fleet. In

The second half of 2003 was strongly

The shift towards an increasingly paper-

of GPS, electronic charts and binoculars,

affected by the company’s acquisition of

less shipping society continued and

in addition to the normal paper charts

AS Navicharts in July. This led to a need

strengthened considerably in 2003. An

and books. The trend is for the share of

for larger offices and to reorganise the

increasing number of publications have

electronic charts to continue to increase.

company’s premises in order to make

become available electronically and elec-

The company is now the sole importer

room for more employees and a signifi-

tronic contact shore to ship and vice

of a recognised brand of electronic chart

cant increase in the flow of goods. The

versa is constantly getting better and less

that has been extremely well received by

floor space was increased by 200 m2

expensive. This considerably simplifies

the market. The company’s Internet web

and the number of employees rose to 5.

distribution, both as regards time and

site, which has an e-commerce solution

This work had been fully implemented

work, but it also puts more demands on

for the pleasure-craft fleet, has also

by the end of the year, following a hectic

Nautisk Forlag. Nautisk Forlag has received

grown steadily throughout the year.

autumn. Following this merger, the com-

clear signals from, among others, its

pany is well equipped to face increasing

main supplier, the British Admiralty, that

The company has put a great deal of

competition as well as the future require-

its agents must be willing to invest in

resources into being able to publish

ments of its customers, and has become

new technology in order to meet these

various information via the Internet for

a leading global company in its field.

challenges if they want to continue to

the company’s shipowner customers.

2003

OPERATING PROFIT [NOK million]

2003

Shipowner Fred. Olsen throws his jacket (up into
the air/over a chair/ to the ground??) in the large
hall on the Norwegian Shipowners’ Association’s
top floor.

2003, the company achieved good sales

be involved.

TDN NYHETSBYRÅ

The markets improved in 2003 after
much turbulence in 2002, and 2003 was
the best year ever for the Oslo Stock
Exchange, with a more or less continual
upswing from the beginning of March.

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT
[NOK 1000]
Total operating income
Total operating expenses
Operating result
Financial items
Profit before taxes
Taxes
Profit for the year

The upswing for the year as a whole was
2003
10 221
9 599
622
5
627
(176)
451

2002
11 239
10 289
950
(2 416)
(1 466)
409
(1 057)

48.4 per cent.
In line with the welcome and strong upswing on the stock exchanges, the level
of activity in the brokerage houses and
among TDN Finans’s other customers
also started to rise and there were signs
of recruitment and the start of development projects towards the end of the year.

The head of Norges Bank, Svein Gjedrem, attending a meeting of the Norwegian parliament's finance
committee.

Despite this, TDN Finans’s income fell
OPERATING INCOME [NOK million]
12,5

10,0

compared to 2002. The market continued

This can also be seen from the employees’

The greatest editorial progress in 2003

to be characterised by a stringent focus

sick leave rate, which stood at 0.48 per

was the noticeable improvement in our

on costs and a wait-and-see attitude to

cent in 2003.

shipping coverage, especially that aimed

investments and developments.

of developments in rates and news.

The downswing took place on the termi-

some major events, such as the merger

TDN Finans was also the first to announce

nal side, where a number of companies

between Gjensidige Nor and DnB,

the new share issue by Golar LNG in

converted to Internet-based distribution

General Electric’s acquisition of

December, among other items of informa-

platforms. The increase in customers due

Amersham, Sohmen’s acquisition of

tion.

to Internet distribution did not compen-

Bergesen d.y., and the news that Hydro

sate for the decline on the terminal side.

was to spin off its fertiliser operations in

The editorial profile stands firm irrespec-

a company called Yara, as well as the

tive of the direction taken by the market

Companies comparable to TDN Finans

Bank of Norway’s repeated reductions

and the competition in the news market.

implemented cost-cutting measures that

in the base rate.

TDN Finans aims to be Norway’s leading

7,5

5,0

2,5
2000

2001

2002

2003

at the tanker market, with close follow-up
News-wise, 2003 was dominated by

led, among other things, to downsizing,

news agency for the Norwegian stock

but TDN Finans maintained its level of

TDN Finans maintained its strong editorial

and interest-rate markets, where we are

employees throughout 2003.

position in the Norwegian market and

to be the leader in terms of quality,

focused on turning our joy over the up-

selected and prioritised quantity, and

The working environment is characterised

swing on the stock market into unique

speed.

by a positive attitude and there is a focus

and price-driving articles for our customers.

on continuous product improvement.

This focus will continue.
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TRADEWINDS
PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT
[NOK 1000]
Income from ad.
Income from subscr./
single copy sales
Other oper. income
Total oper. income
Total oper. expenses
Operating result
Net financial items
Profit before taxes
Taxes
Profit for the year

2003
18 510
38 570
618
57 698
55 014
2 684
(29)
2 655
(885)
1 770

2002
21 583
42 102
209
63 894
57 011
6 883
(2 972)
3 911
(1 174)
2 737

NET CIRCULATION [No. of copies]

Summary
2003 got off to a tough start. Circulation
declined by 3% and advertising revenues
were almost a third down on the first
quarter of 2002. Seen in isolation, many
shipping markets showed great potential
but customers were hesitant to commit
financially because of the many uncertainties that prevailed. SARS and the war
in the Iraq put many activities on hold.
However, the summer saw a change and
during the autumn both circulation and
advertising revenues turned for the better.
Advertising revenues were 7% higher in
the second half of 2003, despite the fact
that June traditionally produces double
the revenues of a normal month.
The autumn upswing in circulation and
advertising did not make up for the earlier

7 500

drop in revenues, which fell by 10%

7 000

from NOK 63.9 million to NOK 57.7

6 500

million. The average annual USD exchange
rate fell by 11% from 7.9 against the

6 000

The ratio between circulation revenues

It was also encouraging to see an overall

and advertising revenues in 2003 was

increase during the year in Europe – the

68:32.

first time in 3 years despite the fact that
two of the main circulation markets,

The outlook for 2004 is more positive

Norway and the UK, decreased slightly

but the USD exchange rate remains low

in 2003. Circulation in Asia grew by 2%,

and will continue to impact on revenues.

mainly thanks to an increase in mainland

The advertising order reserve is at a

China. Markets in the Americas decreased

healthy level and circulation at the end

by 60 subscriptions across the board, the

of January is ahead of 2003.

bulk of them in the US, which of course
does not benefit from the current lower

Circulation
The net average circulation for 2003 was
6,987, 160 copies or 2% lower than in
2002. In the first few months circulation
declined by 3%. The trend turned in
May and circulation has been steadily
increasing since then. The year ended
at 7,060, approximately the same level
where it started in January. In the period
since May the number of new sales has
increased and equally importantly, the
number of subscription cancellations has
declined further.

NOK in 2002 to NOK 7.1 in 2003.
5 500
5 000
2000

2001

2002

2003

NET ADVERTISING REVENUE [NOK million]

Advertising
Net advertising revenues amounted to
NOK 17.7 million, down from last year’s
NOK 20.8 million. The difficult advertising
market was felt across the maritime press,
and several key advertising clients experienced particularly difficult trading conditions. One third of the advertising revenues
are in USD and the lower exchange rate
also contributed to a lower turnover.
Except for January all months in the first

TradeWinds sold half of its USD revenues

Total circulation revenues amounted to

half of the year had turnovers lower than

surplus on term contracts early in the

NOK 37.5 million compared to NOK

in the previous year. The market loosened

year, and was able to sell USD income at

41.0 million in 2002. A considerably

somewhat in the second half and in the

an average exchange rate of 7.25 against

lower USD exchange rate contributed

fourth quarter, advertising revenues sur-

the NOK in 2003.

more to the reduction in turnover than

passed those of 2002. The increase was

the lower average circulation.

helped in part by four focus issues publis-

25

Total costs were reduced from NOK 57.0

20

USD exchange rate.

hed in October, November and December.

million in 2002 to NOK 55.0 million in

December circulation ended on a high

2003. Lower income brought further

note, helped in part by the conclusion

Of the main markets, the UK, US and

cost reductions but as previous years had

of several fleet deals. Golar Management

Singapore showed a fall in advertising sales.

5

also seen quite drastic cost cuts, the

(UK) Ltd, Tsakos Energy Navigation Ltd

However, Norway and the United Arab

0

scope for further reductions were limited

and Hoegh Fleet Services joined the

Emirates posted some healthy increases.

without hurting vital activities. The ope-

ever-growing club of owners/manage-

rating result therefore decreased from

ment companies that offer TradeWinds

The increase of 64% in turnover from

NOK 6.9 million in 2002 to NOK 2.7

to all or parts of their fleets. It was especi-

Chinese clients was particularly encoura-

million in 2003. The operating margin

ally encouraging to welcome Tsakos as

ging, as this was a strategic focus area in

for 2003 was 5% (11% in 2002).

the first Greek shipowner to provide

2003.

15
10

2000
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2001

2002

2003

TradeWinds for its vessels.

Internet
Revenues from the supplemental Internet
archive product maintained approximately
their level of NOK 1.0 million. The revenues from banner advertising decreased
by NOK 0.1 million to NOK 0.8 million.
The same difficult trading con-ditions
applied in this area as key banner
advertisers are also print clients.

News Year 2003
Two thousand and three will be
remembered as the year that China
made an unprecedented impact on the
shipping industry. The industry enjoyed
a major boom across the main markets
for bulkers, tankers and containerships
with fortunes being made for those who
found them-selves in the right place at
the right time.

Operators that had taken a more conservative view like BHP Billiton and
Bocimar were bleeding heavily. In June
TradeWinds reported how major bulker
player Bocimar of Belgium piled up disastrous losses in the paper trades after
wrongly reading the direction of the
market.
Feathers flew after another TradeWinds
front page on 24 October after Bocimar

TradeWinds has started renewal work
on the Internet site and the goal is to

Few, if any, foresaw scale of the impact

warned 2003 would be the first and last

re-launch at end of the first quarter of

China’s fast growing economy would

boom year for forward freight agree-

2004. The design is being revamped but

create. Its increasing demand for raw

ments (FFAs) unless the industry delive-

the majority of the work is structural to

materials coupled with port congestion

red on its promises.

provide the news service with more

in key areas saw drybulk rates escalate

flexible publishing processes.

rapidly. The shift in manufacturing

The tanker market lived up to its reputa-

capacity to China is fuelling unprecented

tion of being highly volatile. Rates for

demand for containerships to carry

VLCCs hit $100,000 per day early in the

China’s exports, while the country is

year, bottomed out at $20,000 per day

now the second largest importer of oil

during the summer months, but climbed

after the United States.

rapidly in the autumn peak at some

The Future
2004 has set off to a good start. The focal
point for management will be to improve
our market position in the US. Changes
to the news service at www.tradewinds.no
have been mentioned and other projects
include the introduction of a new editorial
publishing system (Saxopress).

21.02 2003

04.04 2003

$110,000 per day in November.
Quite simply, it was an extraordinary
year for bulker shipping. After an increase

For the large tankers it was the modern

in rates at the end of 2002, the market

units that were able to benefit from the

continued steadily upwards through the

strong markets, but also single hull early

In February TradeWinds is set to host

first three-quarters, but went sky high in

1990s built vessels did well. 2003 also

the Shipping China 2004 conference in

October. Average rates for modern cape-

was the year where the real vintage

Shanghai in partnership with Dutch

size bulkers varied between $18,000 per

VLCCs reached the end of the road.

conference organiser Mare Forum BV.

day and $80,000 per day in 2003.

TradeWinds reported exclusively in

The verdict from the First Instance

Owners and charterers that had dared

not to accept tankers older than 25 years

Court in Athens, in which TradeWinds

to predict the future were either making

and as a result most of the remaining

was sentenced to pay damages in the

or losing millions of dollars on freight

1970s built VLCCs were sold for scrap in

amount of EUR 146,000 to P. Zissimatos,

derivatives. Secretive paper players like

the following few months.

has not been served upon us yet, and

Armada Shipping of Switzerland were

hence there has not been any develop-

sitting back and letting cash roll in.

Thanks to China, container markets

ment in the case.

That was highlighted by a front page by

bounced back from a dreadful year in

TradeWinds on October 17 that put the

2002. Red ink was rapidly replaced by

figure earned by Armada at $150m.

black for most large liner groups as

April that oil major Shell had decided

17.10 2003
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freight rates recovered, powered mainly

Business boomed at Japan’s yards as

the pace in 2003. More companies joi-

Shipping enjoyed excellent financing

by increases in exports from China to the

domestic owners got on with large fleet

ned the fray. It was particularly notice-

conditions in 2003, particularly towards

US and Europe.

renewal programmes.

able that Greek owners who traditionally

the end of the year. As 2003 came to

have a nose for shipping assets were

a close, tanker stocks soared, reaching

The cargo carriers achieved 40% freight

As in every other sector of the shipping

starting to make investments in LNG

52-week highs. For many, including OMI

rate increases on main east-west routes

industry China had a big impact.

newbuildings.

Corp and Stelmar Shipping, it was their

in 2003 although north south trades

Chinese yards build more ships every

remained far weaker, and high empty

year and complete evermore-complicated

In February TradeWinds broke the news

Overall tanker shares were up 100%

container return costs plus the weakness

ships. The quality of Chinese-built ships

that oil major ExxonMobil was going to

during the year.

of the dollar took some of the edge of

has improved remarkably over the past

hit the market with a massive require-

earnings.

decade.

ment for LNG ships to serve the in-

The US bond market also went from

creased exports planned for Qatar.

strength to strength. OMI Corp achieved

Huge demand for space meant the carri-

China’s two largest shipbuilding groups

ers rushed out to charter extra ships and

are investing tens millions of dollars to

Chinese demand may be fuelling the

lowest ever for a ten-year tanker issue.

owners saw charter rates soar back from

build the new yards needed to keep up

current shipping boom, but when it

Fellow US owner General Maritime also

depressed levels to equal and in some

with demand, as well as increase build-

comes to investment the Greeks are set-

became the first single-B rated issuer to

cases surpass the last market high in

ing capacity at existing yards.

ting the pace. Greek owners continued

tap the bond market since the disastrous

in 2003 to dominate the shipping mar-

late nineties.

2000. Big ships were in particularly short

a noteworthy offering, reportedly the

supply, and leading operator Maersk

The ambition of Chinese shipbuilding

kets, investing an estimated $13 billion

Sealand launched a chartering raid in

was shown right at the end of the year

in ordering new vessels and buying

Two large transactions kept traditional

August to capture a dozen panamax

when the ground was broken on what

secondhand tonnage during the year.

bankers happy. Teekay took out a $500m

newbuildings.

will be the world’s largest shipyard near

Confidence led to record levels of contai-

loan to purchase Statoil subsidiary

Shanghai. By 2015 it will be able to

TradeWinds exclusive research showed

Navion, and also issued innovative con-

churn out 50 VLCCs every year.

that Greek companies spent an unpreced-

vertibles. Malaysia International Shipping

ented figure of close to $6bn by the end

Corp (MISC) raised $520m for NOL's

nership ordering in 2003. At the start of
2003 the biggest 8,000-teu vessels were

The smaller Chinese yards that are in the

of the year on buying close to 400

shuttle-tanker arm American Eagle

a rarity but by the end there were 125

hands of provincial governments are also

second-hand vessels totaling nearly 30m

Tankers.

planned, and the total orderbook repre-

seeking to increase their capacity, often

deadweight tons. This marked an amazing

sented about 40% of the existing fleet.

through inviting investment from private

80.65% growth over the amount spent

But straddling the debt and capital

individuals and companies.

in 2002. The total included a greatly

markets was perhaps the year’s most

increased number of newbuilding resale

notable deal: Frontline’s radical split into

In shipbuilding, a record number of
orders pored in, filling yards well into

If China continues at its current pace,

contracts as well as younger and more

separate shipowning and ship operating

2006 and beyond. For the first time in

established shipbuilding countries will

expensive ships.

units. Shipowning arm Ship Finance

several years shipbuilders were able to

have to look more and more at building

exert some upward pressure on prices

more specialized ships. One area attrac-

On the newbuilding side, Piraeus new-

– the largest ever bond placement by

ting a lot of interest is LNG.(liquefied

building brokers estimate that during

a shipping company. An associated

natural gas).

2003 Greeks invested some $7bn in

$1.058bn bank loan also ranked as one

ordering about 200 new vessels totalling

of the biggest pure shipping loans ever

19m deadweight tons.

launched in Europe.

To cope with demand, Korean builders
Hyundai and STX started a potential
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best showing since the summer of 2001.

revolution in the industry by building

The LNG business has been progressively

tankers on flat land in a bid to expand

moving up the gears over the last few

capacity fast and efficiently.

years, and showed no sign of slackening

International issued $580m in bonds

BERGESEN IS BOUGHT – FROM THE PRESS
CONFERENCE IN BERGEHUS, PETTER CG SUNDT, THE
DEPUTY CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD AND AN OWNER,
AND ANDREAS SOHMEN PAO, A NEW OWNER.

Despite continued difficulties for the inter-

UPSTREAM

national publishing industry in general,
which led the competition often to revert
to price-dumping in the battle for advertising dollars, Upstream managed to gain

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT
[NOK 1000]
Income from advert.
Income from subscript./
single copy sales
Other oper. income
Total oper. income
Total oper. expenses
Operating result
Net financial items
Profit before taxes
Taxes
Profit for the year

market share while also strengthening the
2003
14 724

2002
15 662

29 387
327
44 438
46 933
(2 495)
(199)
(2 694)
458
(2 236)

29 848
126
45 636
49 625
(3 990)
(6 496)
(10 486)
1 469
(9 017)

newspaper’s position as a premier source
of quality information on the oil and gas
industry. This applied among other places
in the US, where Upstream faces its toughest competition and where resistance to
Upstream has been the greatest. Due to
the very unfortunate exchange rate development of the US$ to the NKr, Upstream
ended the year with an operating loss of
NKr2.5m. This was an improvement of
NKr1.5m versus 2002, as overall costs
were reduced by NKr2.8m year-on-year,

NET CIRCULATION [No. of copies]

and Upstream has established a solid

Qatari oil minister, Abdullah al Attiyah, brings himself up to speed at the Opec meeting in Algiers.

foundation for ensuring profitable opera5 400

tions in the future.
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NET ADVERTISING REVENUE [NOK million]
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to the NKr the year before. All circulation

strong growth, rising by 76 subscriptions,

revenues were in US$.

and there is no sign of this positive tide
turning. The negative trend that has
characterized our US circulation development over the last couple of years was
broken in 2003, with a net rise of 18
subscriptions.
Geographically, the subscriber base comprises 44% from Europe, 35% from the
Americas, 16% from Asia/Pacific, 3% from
the Middle East and 2% from Africa. This
is essentially identical to the previous year
apart from Europe taking one percentage

Readership survey 2003
A MORI survey of Upstream readers, conducted in the spring, showed that a full
96% give Upstream a positive rating of
very good or good. Coverage of North
America was given positive rating by 71%
of the readers, which is an improvement
of 15 percentage points compared to the
previous survey in 2001, demonstrating
that our initiatives to improve coverage
of the Americas have been acknowledged
and approved by the subscribers.

point from Asia/Australia.
Due to regional conditions, circulation

0
2000
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Circulation
Upstream increased the annual subscription rate by 3% in 2003, bringing the
price up to US$695. Average circulation
for the year was 5371 subscribers, which
is 34 subscriptions more than in 2002.
From January to December, circulation
increased by 73, which is about the same
growth as the year before. Sales of new
subscriptions fell slightly, but the number
of renewals move upwards, giving about
the same net circulation development as
in 2002.

saw a small decline. Europe showed

2001

2002

2003

Upstream Online is rated higher, read

development varied from area to area.

Despite our growth in circulation and a

by more people and is deemd to be of

In the Asia/Australia region, circulation

3% price increase, circulation revenues

greater importance to subscribers than

slipped by 26 subscribers while the Middle

were reduced by NKr1.5m due to the

before.

East region, amidst political turmoil, also

dramatically weakened dollar compared

Readers remain very loyal, with as many

other regions barring Asia, which experi-

ment ads, but has given less overall turn-

as 77% saying they would speak highly

enced a slight decline.

over than expected.

Scandinavia, the number is as high as

Revenues from classified advertising were

Upstream has reached deals to sell news

90%. Subscribers read 7.3 out of every

very sparse in 2003, which was a conse-

in electronic format to clients for their

8 issues and spend an average of 35

quence of a downturn in recruiting activity

Intranet and Extranet solutions, though

minutes per issue, with each edition

in general and a lack of management level

on a fairly low scale so far. This is an area

being circulated to 5.2 people on average.

vacancies in particular. Towards the end

with considerable potential for growth,

They have technical background and are

of the year, Upstream introduced a regular

and the news-feed market will be pursued

mainly managers with great influence

advertising column on page 15, rotating

more vigorously in future. Market demand

on company purchases and choice of

between lawyers, consultants, recruiters

is rising for such solutions, and sales

strategic direction.

and banks. These slots are expected to be

potential should escalate as large corpora-

sold out most weeks and should provide

tions are seen to be boosting their invest-

a useful stream of additional reve-nues.

ments in internal information solutions.

of Upstream if asked. In readers in

Advertising
2003 was yet another eventful year for
advertising sales with year-on-year growth
of 8% measured in US$. In NKr, however,
revenues were NKr0.9m lower than the
year before.

The column has also attracted some clients

Competition
Competition is getting tougher, with many
US publishers slashing advertising rates
and a growing number seen to be linking
editorial content with advertising in their
scramble for limited advertising dollars.
This is a route Upstream will not follow.
By maintaining a focus on quality and
credibility, Upstream has managed to grow
its market share under difficult circumstances. Upstream has maintained a high
pricing standard, and has thereby proven
that the market is willing to pay the extra
price for quality. This puts Upstream in a
strong position in relation to competitors
when the market picks up again.

Annual news review
The international oil and gas industry –
with its immense size and its vast political
importance – is accustomed to being at
the centre of media attention. But 2003
was an exceptional year, as the spotlight
was directed at the petroleum industry
with even greater intensity than usual.

On circulation, competition has intensified

There was the political showdown in

within electronic services, partly in the

Moscow between no-nonsense President

Advertising revenues from the Internet

shape of internal electronic information

Vladimir Putin and oil baron Mikhail

increased by 4% compared to the year

solutions of large corporations, and partly

Khodorkovsky, who spent the last several

before.

from various free news providers on the

months of the year in a grim prison cell

Internet. Rigzone.com is one significant

while the fate of his massive oil company,

within these categories for larger profile
advertisements elsewhere in the paper.

can be attributed to focus editions.

Internet
Traffic on UpstreamOnline.com has shown
steady and solid growth in 2003, as it did
the previous year, both in page views and
in number of readers. Time spent per visit
is high and feedback from users is positive.
These statistics confirm that the web has
become an important part of the package
for many Upstream subscribers.

Many new advertisers joined the client

Upstream Online continues to be a vital

list, several of which booked substantial

source for subscription sales, as some

campaigns. As much as 50% of the reve-

15% of all trial subscriptions generated

nues from our top 10 advertisers, was

via the web are converted into paying

from brand new clients, and almost 30%

readers.

Several so-called “focus editions”, involving in-depth supplements on topical
issues, provided interesting reading for
subscribers and were very well received
by advertisers. The majority of Upstream’s
growth in advertising volume in 2003

of Upstream’s total advertising revenues
stemmed from newcomers.
The US market showed strong growth in

April 2003

2003 – with advertising revenues reboun-

August 2003

ding 12% after a disappointing 10%

Upstream’s co-operation with Monster.com

player on the Internet whose presence is

Yukos, looked increasingly unstable.

decline the previous year. There was also

for online recruitment has contributed to

felt by Upstream sales staff in their efforts

There were the violent riots in Bolivia as

growth in in advertising revenues in all

increased traffic and some banner recruit-

to keep existing subscribers and gain

protesters vented their fury with the

new ones.

government’s plan to export gas through
41

disputed Chilean territory – a dispute

the war in Iraq ensured that prices grew

towards maintaining oil company interest

during 2004, as well as provision of elec-

that eventually forced Bolivian President

even stronger in 2003, with Opec oil

in such mature markets as the UK and

tronic for Npf members on their website.

Sanchez de Lozada to resign.

averaging $28.16 per barrel for the year

Norway. Readers around the world tuned

The supplement is to be distributed only

as a whole.

in with interest to follow the highly

in Norway, and the deal is expected to

charged political debate about whether

strengthen Upstream’s position in the
domestic market.

And in Norway, Statoil was shaken to its
foundations by a series of articles in

Oil companies around the globe cashed

Norway should again allow petroleum

Dagens Næringsliv that revealed unethical

in, but their success failed to rub off on

activity in the Barents Sea and the waters

business dealings by the state oil company

the hard-pressed contracting community,

off Lofoten.

in its efforts to gain a foothold in Iran. The

a large portion of which remained chroni-

result was a large-scale police investigation,

cally ill in 2003. Though some were

All of the topics listed above were followed

gas (LNG), management discussed how

intense media coverage, and – inevitably

given some breathing room when the

extensively by Upstream during the course

Upstream with current resources could

– the resignations of Statoil’s high-profile

stock market finally took a positive turn,

of the year. For a specialist publication

exploit this area editorially to satisfy

chief executive Olav Fjell and chairman

many remained in deep financial trouble.

like ours, it is essential that we offer con-

readers’ growing need for information

Leif Terje Løddesøl.

Debt-ridden Swiss giant ABB, for instance,

cise and insightful coverage of the big

while also attracting a new group of

was forced to sell off its oil and gas divi-

stories that also catch the attention of

potential advertisers. As a starting point,

But above all there was the US-led invasion

sion to an international financial consor-

the mainstream media. But above and

Upstream decided to launch a monthly

of Iraq, which was seen by many as a

tium. Meanwhile once proud contractors

beyond that we remain dedicated to our

supplement dubbed “LNG Inside

thinly veiled move by Washington to

like Stolt Offshore, Petroleum Geo-Services

raison d’etre – exclusive news – on

Upstream”, beginning in January 2004.

secure control of enormous petroleum

and J Ray McDermott spent the better part

government policies, corporate deals, new

reserves in the Middle East.

of the year battling for their very survival.

business prospects, exploration successes

In a bid to reduce expose to fluctuations

or failures, safety breaches, disputes among

in the US dollar, the decision was made

partners, and so on.

that Upstream would invoice subscriptions

within the global market for liquid natural

The war has led to repercussions not

It is seen as a priority that Upstream pro-

only in Iraq itself, where instability and

vides best-in-class coverage of emerging

insecurity have dogged reconstruction

markets for the international petroleum

Complementing our constant chase for

practice of invoicing solely in US$. As

efforts, but throughout the oil sector as

industry. Those that were most promi-

hard news, the past year saw Upstream’s

from 1 January 2004, subscribers will

Washington has increasingly begun to

nent over the past year included Saudi

editorial team produce a dozen so-called

also be invoiced in NKr and Euros,

look outside the Middle East for addi-

Arabia and Iran in the Middle East and

‘focus editions’, comprising high-quality

depending on their geographical location.

tional energy supplies.

Sakhalin and China in the Far East, with

supplements geared to take an in-depth

in three currencies, as opposed to past

Mexico also moving into prime position.

look at topical themes or regions. Focus

In generally, positive trends are seen again

The manner in which oilfield contracts

Meanwhile, West Africa and the US Gulf

topics in 2003 included Russia, floating

in and around the North Sea while fore-

were then handed out by the occupying

continued to keep our reporters busy

production, the US Gulf, financing,

casts for the US economy are positive,

administration also became the subject

chasing contract news on giant field deve-

Nigeria, safety, Asian yards and the North

fuelling expectations of a 5% increase in

of vast media scrutiny.

lopment projects, while LNG – liquid

Sea. A similar number of focus editions

advertising in print media. Upstream’s

natural gas – became the hottest topic

are on the cards in 2004, in addition to

advertising booking for 2004 is strong

Whatever the true motives were for the

on the global energy scene with new

our new monthly supplement LNG Inside.

and the outlook is positive.

war in Iraq, one fundamental effect on

projects sprouting up practically by the

the international oil industry was that

week.

Future outlook
Late in the year, Upstream entered an
agreement with Norsk Petroleumsforening
(Norwegian Petroleum Society) involving
production of four supplements – to be
called ”Upstream Norway Quarterly” –

Upstream’s employees are optimistic and

commodity prices remained extremely
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In line with the rapidly increasing activity

high throughout the year. The average

In the North Sea the biggest stories relat-

price of Opec crude in 2002 was $24.32

ed to large asset deals and embarrassing

per barrel – already a very healthy price

safety failures, along with news and ana-

seen from an oilman’s perspective – but

lysis of the political initiatives geared

energetic and are proud to work for the
world’s leading paid-for oil and gas
publication.

EUROPOWER

2003
5 608
7 555
(1 947)
39
(1 908)
534
(1 374)

OPERATING INCOME [NOK million]
6

Advertisers have also appreciated having

improved operating result in 2003 due

a new advertising medium targeting the

to cost cuts and the development of new

power sector and other readers who are

sources of income.

interested in energy issues. The newspaper will be published monthly in 2004

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT
[NOK 1000]
Total operating income
Total operating expenses
Operating result
Financial items
Ordinary result before taxes
Tax on ordinary result
Profit for the year

Europower achieved a significantly

2002
5 633
9 833
(4 200)
(741)
(4 941)
1 378
(3 563)

The rate of restructuring in the power sec-

and is an important part of Europower’s

tor has fallen even further. From a volume

strategy for further growth.

of NOK 50 bn in 2000, the level for the
past two years has been less than NOK 10

New target groups have also been

bn. This has resulted in lower demand for

sought through greater differentiation of

the company’s top products and consider-

the news and analysis products, and this

able resources have therefore been alloca-

has produced good results. This work

ted to expand products and markets.

will continue in 2004.

As a result, 2003 was the year when

The efforts aimed at the other Nordic

Europower went from being purely a

countries have not produced sufficiently

provider of Internet-based services to a

good results, but growth opportunities

partially paper-based existence. The first

can still be seen, especially in Denmark

edition of the Europower newspaper was

and Sweden for the top products.

5

4

3

2
2000

2001

2002

2003

The financial trading activity on the
Nordic Power Exchange (Nord Pool)

published in March, and a further three

was almost halved compared to 2002.

editions were published during the year.

In 2003, we had an ambition to be more

The aim has been to create a newspaper

visible in other media. This goal has

product based on the work and expertise

been achieved in that more and more of

The reversion (remainder) institute has

to be found in Europower’s editorial staff

our Internet news and newspaper articles

also received considerable attention, as

and analysis department. The newspaper

have been quoted in a number of other

have the discussions regarding new cable

targets news, but also has room for

paper, Internet, sound and TV media.

projects aimed at other countries. Wind-

wider discussions on relevant issues than

In addition, the editor-in-chief has on

power developments in Norway have

the Internet service does. The newspaper

several occasions been interviewed by

taken off and this trend will probably be

has generated a positive financial contri-

TV2 News, the P4 radio channel and

further reinforced by the creation of a

bution since the first edition.

the Dagsavisen newspaper.

green certificate market and increasing

The response to the newspaper’s con-

2003 has been characterised by high

tents has been on the whole positive

power prices and uncertainty relating to

In addition to the White Paper on supply

and readers have appreciated what they

whether there would be another difficult

security, the Norwegian parliament will

experience to be a breath of fresh air in

winter like there was in 2002/2003. We

also discuss a separate White Paper

what is a very traditional sector. In addi-

can now state that there was not.

regarding Statkraft in the spring. The

tion, the newspaper has reached new

However, many loud discussions are still

reversion (remainder) committee’s con-

groups of readers, not only in and

taking place in the industry, among poli-

clusions will be presented in the autumn.

around the power sector through direct

ticians and in society at large as to how

The restructuring rate is expected to

distribution, but also a far wider public

we should behave in order to avoid

increase again slightly, following a

through periodical distribution together

power rationing and intolerable price

moderate year in 2003 from a

with Dagens Næringsliv.

fluctuations in future years of drought.

Norwegian point of view.

demand for renewable energy sources.
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INTRAFISH MEDIA
PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT
INTRAFISH MEDIA GROUP
[NOK 1000]
Income from advertising
Income from subscriptions/
single copy sales
Press subsidies
Other operating income
Total operating income
Total operating expenses
Operating result
Financial items
Profit before taxes
Taxes
Profit for the year

2003
16 386
18 995
4 608
719
40 708
47 909
(7 201)
20
(7 181)
(396)
(7 577)

2002
15 476
16 938
4 430
1 690
38 534
47 114
(8 580)
296
(8 284)
(89)
(8 373)

The IntraFish Media Group, which con-

is the world leader in its niche, and

customers. There are fewer players but

sists of IntraFish AS and AS Fiskaren,

growth has taken place both in Norway

they are bigger. In Norway, this has led

made a pre-tax loss of MNOK 7.6 for

and abroad. On the advertising side, we

to a number of bankruptcies in both the

2003, compared to a loss of MNOK 8.4

see that our position is starting to bear

fish-farming and fisheries industries. So

in 2002. The company was affected by

fruit, especially Internet advertising,

2003 was also the year when the banks,

the downturn in the media market in

where there has been a 17 per cent

rather involuntarily, gained direct owner-

general and the past two years of crisis

growth in banner advertisements.

ship and thus an even more important

in particular. Both the results and reve-

In 2003, we published 11 editions of the

nues were therefore poorer than expected.

IntraFish Newspaper. Its articles are writ-

At the same time, we see that some

The company has cut its costs, but this

ten by our journalists all around the

companies are successful and are taking

did not have a full effect on the year.

world, while the technical production

part in the subsequent restructurings.

The Group now has 54 employees,

work takes place in collaboration with

Mergers and acquisitions have become

compared to 62 in 2002.

the Fiskaren newspaper.

everyday events, bringing with them a
greater focus on financial aspects and

The Group’s revenue rose by 5.7 per
cent, from MNOK 38.5 in 2002 to
MNOK 40.7 in 2003. The company is
growing despite the difficult market situation. This growth is particularly due to
the global activities in paper and the
Internet. Several of the company’s competitors seem to be in a weak position
and IntraFish is capturing market shares,
thus laying a basis for further growth.
The close collaboration with Fiskaren
continues. The administration and sales

June 2003

there is an increasingly close cooperation
regards the production of the IntraFish
Newspaper.
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Editorial factors
2003 has been a poor but exciting year
for the seafood industry. In Norway, the
key words were low prices, a strong
Norwegian krone, bankruptcies, trade
barriers, poor profitability and little
willingness to invest. These factors also
characterised the news picture. Despite
this, IntraFish received good feedback
from the market. The company’s editorial
position can also be seen from the way
in which it is referred to and quoted in
other media.

IntraFish Media AS
IntraFish Media AS’s revenue rose by 24
per cent, from MNOK 11.9 in 2002 to
MNOK 14.7 in 2003. At the end of
2003, IntraFish had more than 5,000
paying subscribers – an increase of 11
per cent. The Internet subscription revenues rose by 42 per cent. The company

increased interest on the part of investors.
Globally, we are now seeing a growing
number of seafood companies with revenues of more than USD 1 billion. These
are building global brands and operate
worldwide.
Supermarkets and large restaurant chains
are capturing market shares and setting
trends in the seafood markets due to
their enormous buying power. So-called
Private Labels and Programme Buying
are the fastest growing segments in
today’s seafood market.

departments have been merged and
on the editorial side, especially as

September 2003

role to play in the seafood industry.

in the fisheries and fish-farming industries

Trends in the seafood industry
Numerous seafood products are caught,
raised in fish farms, processed, transported
and consumed worldwide in a global
industry. An example of this is the fact
that cod from the Barents Sea is transported to China to be processed before
ending up in European supermarkets.
The increasing number of trade disputes
also says something about this.

The global fish-farming industry is continuing to grow, and is now the part of
the food industry that is expanding the
quickest. According to the FAO, production has increased by 160 per cent since
1991, and fish-farmed fish now comprises
more than 32 per cent of the total fish
available. New technology and new
species, together with a continued
increase in the volume of known species

Competition in the industry is extremely

such as salmon and prawns, mean that

tough, both as regards resources and

this share will continue to grow.

Fisheries Minister Svein Ludvigsen helps out in the kitchen during the Aqua Nor trade fair.

The prices of seafood vary a lot, not least

environmental protection may also push

Articles in the press about environmental

mers expect food manufacturers to act

with regard to global commodities such

up the prices of “ecological” fish.

poisons in fish, etc, put pressure behind

in a sustainable and environmentally

this. “Eco-labelling”, testing for poisons,

friendly manner. Pressure groups have

as fish-farmed salmon. The fish farming
of some species seems to be a boom-

New requirements as to traceability have

requirements as to sustainable catches,

managed to change the laws regarding

bust industry, with a tendency towards

a strong effect on the seafood industry.

etc, are all part of this.

labelling in shops, etc, and a number of

over production and huge variations in

Large supermarket chains are fighting for

profitability. At the same time, it can be

consumers’ confidence and force supp-

Environmental protection has become an

go to extreme lengths if seafood manu-

seen that the prices of niche products

liers to keep their affairs in order.

issue to which the heads of seafood

facturers do not act as they wish.

are very high. An increased focus on

Consumers want to know what the food

companies have to relate. Green groups

contains and where it comes from.

have become a power factor and consu-

groups have shown themselves willing to
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FISKAREN
PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT
[NOK 1000]
Income from advertising
Income from subscriptions/
single copy sales
Press subsidies
Other operating income
Total operating income
Total operating expenses
Operating result
Financial items
Profit before taxes
Taxes
Profit for the year

2003
11 836
11 321
4 608
511
28 276
27 419
857
265
1 122
(310)
812

2002
12 166
11 076
4 430
333
28 005
27 681
324
420
744
(176)
568

NET CIRCULATION [No. of copies]
10 000

9 750

9 500

9 250

9 000
2000

2001

2002

2003

NET ADVERTISING REVENUE [NOK million]
15,0

12,5

In 2003, Fiskaren made over NOK 1

increase in new areas, especially those

2003. This considerably weakened the

million in profit for the first time ever.

related to oil and gas but there have

Norwegian fish export industry’s compe-

However, financial difficulties in the

also been more foreign advertisers.

titive ability. Compared to its main salmon

fisheries and fish-farming industries

Advertising sales are expected to improve

competitor, Chile, the Norwegian fish

brought a halt to the increase in revenue

in 2004. Fiskaren’s and IntraFish Media’s

export industry’s competitive ability was

that the newspaper had experienced

sales staff cooperate with regard to the

weakened by 40 per cent for much of

over the past few years. The revenue for

advertising market in Norway and have

the year. Compared to Iceland, against

the year came to MNOK 28.3, slightly

a skilled, active marketing staff. They have

which Norway competes in the herring

more than the 2002 revenue, while the

a strong competitive position because

and cod markets, Norway’s competitive

company made a profit of MNOK 1.1,

customers can be offered more compre-

ability was 15-20 per cent weaker.

50% more than in 2002.

hensive “package deals”. Competitors

Circulation
After increasing for several years, the
approved circulation fell by almost 4%
in 2003 to 9 273. The total circulation
income rose slightly to MNOK 11.3 as
a result of price increases. There are still
opportunities for increasing circulation,
especially in Northern Norway and the
northern parts of Western Norway. Despite
the decline in circulation in Norway in
2003, circulation has increased slightly
in the other Nordic countries. Fiskaren’s
competitive situation remained unchanged
in 2003 and is expected to improve in
2004. The company is the leader as
regards revenues and has a readership of
30,000. The collaboration with IntraFish
Media has resulted in good editorial and
market synergies. Fiskaren has a strong
position in the market and can offer better
and more comprehensive news products
than any of its competitors.

10,0

7,5

5,0
2000
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2001

2002

2003

Advertising
Advertising revenue ended up at MNOK
11.8 in 2003, a decline of 3 per cent
compared to 2002. Most of the advertisements still come from suppliers to
the traditional fisheries and fish-farming
industries. In 2003, there was a pleasant

in the advertising market are downsizing

The year began chaotically for the fisher-

their operations and Fiskaren is making

men who were to fish herring using

efforts to win market shares together

small boats. Regulations led to these

with IntraFish in the Norwegian and

fishermen having their quotas heavily cut

Nordic markets.

after the Norwegian authorities allowed
a large number of new boats to start

News year 2003
2003 will go down in history as one of
the most dramatic years in the fisheries
and fish-farming industries. The year
was characterised by major reorganisations, bankruptcies and market problems.
The greatest of these were the problems
in the EU markets, while Russia appears
to be the most promising new market
for Norwegian fish. The largest fishfarming companies saw early on that
2003 would be a year in which it would
be more difficult to process fish in Norway.
The prices of processed fish and round
fish were low at the start of 2003, and
continued to be so for the rest of the
year. The prices of salmon were expected
to rise, but did not start to do so until
almost the end of the year and then only
for a short period.

fishing. The quotas were also set low due
to the fact that there was no agreement
with the EU regarding fisheries in 2003.
An agreement with the EU was entered
into early on in 2003 and Norway was
allowed a few per cent more herring,
but far from what Norwegian fishermen
had been expecting. The problems
relating to the coastal fishermen’s small
herring quotas were thus not resolved.
In the North Sea, the EU fishermen from
Scotland and Denmark were furious
about the cutbacks in the cod quotas
that would seriously affect their fisheries
industry. It was a difficult year for the
fishermen living around the North Sea.
2003 was also affected by the negotiations to expand the EEA Agreement as a
result of ten new countries becoming full

The biggest problem was caused by the

members of the EU as from 1 May 2004.

strong Norwegian krone, whose exchange

Fish was a central part of these negotia-

rates compared to the US dollar and Euro

tions, in the same way as it was central

were far higher than normal for most of

to the negotiations on membership of

the EU in 1994. While Norway was

However, 2003 was not all bad for the

seemed promising for Norwegian inter-

negotiating on the EEA Agreement, the

Norwegian salmon industry. In May, it was

ests, but ended up breaking down like

deep-sea fishermen’s organisation, the

decided that the EU would not extend

previous WTO meetings.

Norwegian Fishing Vessel Owners’

its penal measures against Norwegian

Association, proposed applying for mem-

salmon after the salmon agreement had

In October, there were also discussions

bership of the EU. However, the clearly

expired. The fish farmers expected prices

about important principles regarding

more EU-friendly shipowners organisation

to rise after falling for a short while, but

where oil should be drilled for off the

did state that it is important to achieve a

had to wait a long time for this to take

coast of Northern Norway. The fishery

solution that fishermen can live with if

place. Nor were things all bad in the cod

interests conflicted with the oil interests,

membership should become a relevant

sector, where new figures from researchers

especially on the fields outside Lofoten.

issue again. The EEA negotiations fluctuated

indicated that the stocks in the Barents

A decision was expected in the autumn,

between hope and despair in April before

Sea would rise. However, this did not save

but had to wait until 2004.

it was clarified that Norway would make

Nils H. Nilsen, a traditional Båtsfjord

a financial contribution of NOK 1.8 billion

company, from bankruptcy. In addition,

The fishermen held a national congress

to the EU and that its fish would be allowed

Midnor, a salmon company, started to

at which there was once again conflict

access to the markets of the new member

totter and was soon taken over by the

regarding the distribution of fish between

countries. This was also the year that was

Leroy Group. Fish farmers started to talk

the deep-sea fishermen and the coastal

dominated by the many bankruptcies in

about freezing large amounts of salmon

fishermen. A number of fishing-boat

the fishing industry and the banks’

in order to raise prices.

owners withdrew from the Norwegian

acquisition of salmon companies. The

Fishermen’s Association after the national

03.03 2003

30.05 2003

first of the large companies in 2003 was

After the salmon agreement had expired,

congress passed a resolution in favour of

Dåfjord Laks. While DnB already had a

it did not take long for the Scots to once

the coastal fishermen. The already severely

major shareholding in Pan Fish following

more agitate for a new punitive duty

financially stretched fishermen’s organisa-

the takeover in 2002, Nordea and

against Norway. The first signs of opposi-

tion faced some difficult months ahead.

Nordlandsbanken now obtained their

tion to the salmon were seen in August.

own company to manage.

At the same time, the EU Commission

The restructuring of the Norwegian fishe-

stated that it was considering a punitive

ries industry has led to fewer but larger

At the same time, one of the worst ever

duty on Norwegian trout after Finnish

companies. Several, such as Fjord Seafood

fisheries battles of recent years took

trout fish farmers had submitted a

and Pan Fish, are struggling while others,

place in the Atlantic Ocean. The fight for

complaint. In September, a temporary

such as the Leroy Seafood Group, have

shares of blue whiting, in which Russia,

punitive duty on trout of 21 per cent

strengthened their position. In November,

Norway, the EU, Iceland and the Faeroe

was introduced for six months. In the

Fiskaren published a list of the 25 most

Islands are fighting a battle for fishing

meantime, the Commission was going to

powerful fisheries companies in Northern

in the Norwegian fisheries and fish-

quotas that no one can win. After years

consider further measures. Norway is

Europe. Seven of these are Norwegian.

farming industries for many years.

of negotiations, the parties did not

threatening to appeal against the trout

CEO Ole Eirik Lerøy was chosen by Fiskaren

Fishing for king crabs off the coast of

manage to reach agreement in 2003

decision to the World Trade Organisation.

as the fisheries name of the year in 2003.

Finnmark saved the finances of many of

stocks, which were once again over-fished

Norway is now putting its faith in the

In November, king crabs were found in

value was back to the level in 1996, and

by far more than oceanographers believe

introduction of new rules governing

Lofoten. These were probably released

prices were at rock bottom at the end of

is sustainable. More than 2.3 million

dumping accusations and lower rates of

by fishermen who want another leg to

2003, when Norway and the EU were

tonnes of blue whiting were landed in

duty for fish through the WTO. The

stand on. And they need one, because

once more quarrelling about a fishing

2003.

meeting in Cancun in Mexico in October

2003 was the poorest year for earnings

agreement for the new year.

either. The loser is the blue whiting

30.06 2003

the fishermen there. However, the export
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DN NYE MEDIER
PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT
[NOK 1000]
Total operating income
Total operating expenses
Operating result
Financial items
Profit before taxes
Taxes
Profit for the year

2003
17 569
24 108
(6 539)
756
(5 783)
1 572
(4 211)

2002
12 120
29 399
(17 279)
(2 420)
(19 699)
5 471
(19 199)

distributes contents via electronic chan-

dn.no® has also gained more readers in

nels based on financial/business journa-

2003. In December, 15 per cent more

lism aimed at industry and private indi-

unique users visited the web site than at

viduals. The company’s main activities

the same time in 2002. In October, 288

in 2003 have been the publication and

000 unique users visited dn.no® one or

operation of the Internet newspaper

more times, according to Gallup’s Red

dn.no® and the development of con-

Measure survey for that month.

tents services aimed at monitoring services for business and the public sector.

It is necessary to have established market
standards in order to develop effective

NO. OF PAGES VIEWED [per month]
10 000 000

2003

9 000 000

2002

8 000 000

2001

The company’s operating income rose

sales efforts and to be able to increase

by 45 per cent to MNOK 17.6 in 2003.

our income as a result of many new

During the same period, the operating

readers starting to use this channel. DN

expenses were cut by 18 per cent to

Nye Medier AS has therefore put a great

MNOK 24.1. The operating loss has there-

deal of effort into developing the

fore been considerably reduced, from

Internet as an advertising channel. In

MNOK 17.3 in 2002 to MNOK 6.5 in

addition to developing new advertising

2003.

formats and documenting the demo-

30.01 2004

graphy and campaign effects for its own
As long as the company’s main activities

web site, the company has become

7 000 000

are dn.no®, its results will to a large extent

involved in the work of establishing a

6 000 000

be affected by the market for Internet

uniform standard for counting users in

4 000 000

advertisements. According to figures from

Norway. Gallup’s Red Measure now has

3 000 000

INMA/Nettforum, a trade organisation,

the same position when it comes to

Editorially speaking, the year has been

2 000 000

this market grew by 35 per cent during

counting readers/users on the Internet

characterised by a high level of activity

the year. The growth in income must

as that of MBL’s circulation statistics in

in the field of stock-market and financial

therefore be regarded as very satisfacto-

relation to paper newspapers.

journalism – the Oslo Stock Exchange’s

5 000 000

1 000 000
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All-Share Index rose by almost 50 per

ry, since dn.no® mainly operates in the
NO. OF UNIQUE USERS [per month]
300 000

2003
2002

250 000

2001

200 000

business-to-business market for Internet

The journalistic product has been impro-

cent during the year and IT shares incre-

advertisements. The market for advertise-

ved in several areas in 2003. A new

ased in value by almost 70 per cent. In

ments aimed at business has generally

template and production system was

addition to covering the general recove-

been weaker than the advertising market

taken into use, allowing more of the

ry on the stock market, dn.no® has had

aimed at private consumers in 2003.

extensive contents to be shown on the

a strong focus on covering the financial

front page of dn.no®. In addition, an

aspects of the IT upswing. Statoil’s Iran

DN Nye Medier AS was established in

extensive section has been developed

involvement and Kjell Inge Røkke’s pay-

2000 based on the expectation that

aimed at readers interested in financial/

ment difficulties were also given com-

both readers and advertisers would

stock market issues. dn finans was launc-

prehensive coverage and attracted many

increase their use of electronic channels.

hed at the beginning of the second half-

readers. As well as business articles,

Over the past few years, the Internet, in

year and has been well received by our

dn.no® provides an extensive wine

particular, has become a mass medium.

readers.

service that has become extremely

150 000
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According to Gallup, 1.7 million Norwegians now use the Internet each day.
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13.11 2003

popular among its readers.

During the year, the collaboration with
the paper newspaper, Dagens Næringsliv,
has increased in several areas: the ongoing
news coverage is coordinated between
the editorial staffs to a greater extent
than before when this is appropriate.
Several interactive activities are aimed at
both the paper and Internet readers. For
example, readers of both media were
invited to choose the best rock music
albums ever. Dagens Næringsliv published many articles on this that could also
be read on dn.no®, where readers could
also hear the favourite melodies. A large
number of net meetings are also held,
in which readers of both channels are
invited to participate.
During 2003, DNNM has worked hard
to increase the sale of contents in return
for direct payment. This is both because
it wants to have revenues other than
those that come from the advertising
market and because there is assumed to
be a potential for market-adapted services
in niches where DN Nye Medier and
other NHST companies are in a strong
position. The company now has a significant position in the market for the sale
of contents. During the year, good collaboration has been established with a

The press conference in Høyres Hus regarding the local authority elections in 2003. From the left, Finance Minister Per Kristian Foss, Foreign Minister Jan Petersen, and Minister of
Local Government and Regional Development Erna Solberg.

number of companies operating in the
market-monitoring and media-monitoring services sector. In addition, agree-

DNNM has, in collaboration with Dagens

the basis of all such solutions. In 2003,

nically and in relation to the market.

ments have been entered into regarding

Næringsliv and on behalf of the Group,

there has been a considerable loss of effi-

This gain will benefit all the different

the supply of contents directly to other

taken the initiative to establish a trade

ciency in the market due to the fact that

companies (media companies, market-

web sites/media companies. Examples of

solution for the sale of electronic con-

many small media-monitoring compani-

and media-monitoring companies, and

such contents are continuously updated

tents to the market-monitoring and

es have spent a lot of time entering into

distributors). The trade solution will be

information on the stock market and

media-monitoring sector. The reason for

agreements with a number of individual

established through the creation of a

articles on wine.

this is that sales in this market currently

newspapers. A considerable efficiency

company jointly owned by several media

take place to non-media companies,

gain is expected from the media com-

companies and an associated acquisition

despite the fact that editorial content is

panies coordinating such activities tech-

on the technology and market side.
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PO Box 1182 Sentrum
N-0107 Oslo
Tel. ed./sales 47 22 00 12 00
Fax editorial 47 22 00 12 10
Fax sales 47 22 00 12 60
Branch offices
Athens
Michalakopoulou 29
GR 115 28 Athens, Greece
Tel. editorial 302 10 724 5541
Fax editorial 302 10 724 9508
London
International Press Centre, 5th floor,
76 Shoe Lane, London EC4A 3JB,UK
Tel. sales 44 207 842 2700
Fax sales 44 207 842 2705
Tel. editorial 44 207 842 2720
Fax editorial 44 207 842 2725
Bergen
Bontelabo 2
5003 Bergen
Tel. sales 47 55 30 22 37
Fax sales 47 55 30 22 39

Genova
Via Lungo Entella 91
16043 Chiavari, Italy
Tel. editorial 39 0185 36 2331
Fax editorial 39 0270 05 61846

London
International Press Centre, 5th floor,
76 Shoe Lane, London EC4A 3JB, UK
Tel. editorial 44 207 842 2730
Fax editorial 44 207 842 2735

New Delhi
C-8/8615, Vasant Kunj
New Delhi 110 070, India
Tel. editorial 91 11 268 92988
Fax editorial 91 11 268 95531

New Delhi
C-8/8615, Vasant Kunj
New Delhi 110 070, India
Tel. editorial 91 11 268 92988
Fax editorial 91 11 268 95531

Singapore
20 Upper Circular Road
The Riverwalk 04-04
Singapore 058416
Tel. editorial 65 6557 2771
Fax editorial 65 6557 0444
Tel. sales 65 6557 0555
Fax sales 65 6557 0444

Singapore
20 Upper Circular Road
The Riverwalk 04-04
Singapore 058416
Tel. editorial 65 6557 0652/0653
Fax editorial 65 6557 0900
Tel. sales 65 6557 0600
Fax sales 65 6557 0900

Stamford
Clearwater house
2187 Atlantic Street, 4th floor
Stamford, CT 06902, USA
Tel. sales 1 203 324 2994
Fax sales 1 203 324 3368
Tel. editorial 1 203 324 2994
Fax editorial 1 203 324 3368

Stavanger
Klubbgata 5
PO Box 419
N-4002 Stavanger
Tel editorial 47 5185 9166
Tel. sales 47 51 85 91 50
Fax sales 47 51 85 91 60

UPSTREAM
www.upstreamonline.com
Grev Wedels plass 5
PO Box 1182 Sentrum
N-0107 Oslo

Rio de Janeiro
Rua do Russel 300 – 601
Gloria, Rio de Janerio
RJ-22210-010, Brazil
Tel. 55 21 22859217
Fax 55 21 22655062

Tel. ed./sales 47 22 00 13 00
Fax editorial 47 22 00 13 05
Fax sales 47 22 00 13 10

INTRAFISH MEDIA
www.intrafish.no
www.intrafish.com
www.thewaveonline.com

Branch offices
Accra
Silicon House, PO Box 0641 Osu,
Accra, Ghana
Tel. editorial 233 24 310 103/
233 21 238 326
Fax editorial 233 21 227 802

Bergen
Bontelabo 2
N-5003 Bergen
Tel. editorial 47 55 30 22 30
Fax editorial 47 55 21 33 01
Tel. sales 47 55 21 33 00
Fax sales 47 55 21 33 40

Calgary
#424, 1711 - 4th St.
SW Calgary
Alberta T2S 1V8, Canada
Tel. editorial 1 403 245 3054

Bodø
Storgata 27/29
PO Box 1164
N-8006 Bodø
Tel. 47 75 54 49 00
Fax 47 75 54 49 10

Houston
5151 San Felipe, Suite 1380
Houston, TX 77056, USA
Tel. editorial 1 713 626 3117
Fax editorial 1 713 626 8134
Tel. sales 1 713 626 3113
Fax sales 1 713 626 8125

Branch offices
Aberdeen
Scotland
Tel. 44 13398 2070
Fax 44 13398 2405
Puerto Varas
Chile
Tel. editorial 56 6523 3217
Tel. sales 56 6523 3134
Fax 56 6523 3209

Santiago
Chile
Tel. 56 9332 9456
Scarborough
USA
Tel. 1 207 885 9538
Seattle
USA
Tel. 1 206 282 3474
Fax 1 206 282 3470
FISKAREN
www.fiskaren.no
Bontelabo 2
N-5003 Bergen
Tel. 47 55 21 33 00
Fax 47 55 21 33 01
Branch offices
Tromsø
Tel. 47 70 66
Ålesund
Tel. 47 70 15
Bodø
Tel. 47 75 54
Leknes
Tel. 47 76 08
Bø
Tel. 47 76 13
Hvaler
Tel. 47 69 37
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DN NYE MEDIER
www.dn.no
Grev Wedels plass 9
PO Box 1182, Sentrum
N-0107 Oslo
Tel. 47 24 10 14 00
Fax sales 47 24 10 14 10
Fax editorial 47 22 00 12 33
EUROPOWER
www.europower.com
Grev Wedels plass 9
PO Box 1182, Sentrum
N-0107 Oslo
Tel. 47 22 00 10 00
Tel. editorial 47 22 00 12 72
Fax editorial 47 22 00 12 75
Tel. sales 47 22 00 11 50
Fax sales 47 22 00 10 83
Branch office
Amsterdam
Joh. Verhulststr 220 hs
1075 HG Amsterdam
The Netherlands
Tel. editorial 31 20 673 4774
Fax editorial 31 20 674 1679
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Dagens Næringsliv
is Norway’s largest business newspaper and
distributes more than 70 000 copies nationwide each day. The newspaper was first
published in 1890 under the name Norges
Sjøfartstidende.

Upstream
was published for the first time on 4 November
1996 and is an English language newspaper
and Internet service aimed at the international
oil and gas industry. It has a circulation of
approximately 5 400 once a week.

Nautisk Forlag
supplies charts, logs and maritime literature
to the merchant marine, supply and fishing
vessels and the pleasure-craft fleet from its
premises in Oslo. The company is the official
chart and publication agent for the British
Admiralty, the hydrographic offices in Norway,
Denmark and Sweden, and other publishers
of maritime literature.

IntraFish Media
In the spring of 2001, AS Norges Handels og
Sjøfartstidende acquired 59 per cent of the
shares in IntraFish Media, which, since 1997,
has established itself as a leading media house
for the fisheries and fish-farming industries in
Norway and abroad. With its focus on updated
and reliable industrial news, the web site has
helped raise the level of interest in the fisheries
industry, and in particular in fish farming,
among new groups of readers.

TDN Nyhetsbyrå
is an electronic news service intended for
the Norwegian financial market.

46 Fiskaren
48 DN Nye Medier

TradeWinds
is an English language weekly newspaper
and Internet service aimed at international
shipping circles. In 2003, its average weekly
circulation was 6 987.

50 ADDRESSES- AND TELEPHONE NUMBERS

DN Nye Medier
was established on 15 May 2000 to manage
the Group’s Norwegian news distribution
through new distribution channels. The
company publishes dn.no which, with its
248 0000 unique users and 6 million page
displays each month, is the nation’s leading
Internet service for the business community.
Europower
delivers news and analysis products to
participants in the Northern European energy
market, mainly via the Internet.
NH&ST Asia Pte Ltd
is the Asia sales office for TradeWinds and
Upstream. Unlike the sales offices in the USA
and UK, it has been established as a separate
company because of Singaporean legislation.

Fiskaren
is a newspaper aimed at those involved in the
Norwegian fishing industry. It has a circulation
of some 9 300 and is published three times a
week. Fiskaren was first published in April
1923 and became a Group company in 1998.
In connection with the acquisition of the shares
in IntraFish Media, Fiskaren was transferred to
IntraFish Media as a subsidiary.

[FRONT COVER]
Olav Fjell resigns as Statoil´s
CEO and Inge K. Hansen is
appointing acting CEO.
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GJENSIDIGE’S GRAND OLD MAN, 89-YEAR-OLD
ERIK STURE LARRE, IS THE COMPANY’S LARGEST
PRIVATE SHAREHOLDER AND ALSO THE PERSON
WHO IS TO CHAIR THE GENERAL MEETING OF
GJENSIDIGE NOR THAT WILL DECIDE WHETHER
OR NOT THERE IS TO BE A MERGER.
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Fax 47 22 00 10 10
www.nhst.no
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